
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

If you’re wondering how we’ll ever put an end to these draconian COVID-19 mandates that are

destroying lives and sanity across the world, take heart. History can serve us in this regard. The

parallels between the COVID-19 pandemic and its countermeasures that of previous smallpox

pandemics are fascinating to behold, and therein we can also Fnd the answer to our current

predicament.

Smallpox, a highly infectious and disFguring illness with a fatality rate around 30%,  has been with

us for many centuries, probably thousands of years. During the last four centuries, forced mass

vaccination has been a recurring countermeasure relied on by government during these kinds of

outbreaks, often with devastating results, and there have always been large portions of society that

opposed it.

In the 1700s, Boston, Massachusetts, was hit by a series of outbreaks, and the introduction of a

vaccine led to violent rebellion by those who believed it was dangerous and a violation of God’s will.

Local newspapers were rife with disputes for and against the vaccine.

The hypodermic needle had not yet been invented at this time, so the vaccination consisted of

rubbing some cowpox pus into an open wound on the arm. Dr. Zabdiel Boylston, who introduced the

inoculation at the urgings of Rev. Cotton Mather, was forced into hiding and was eventually

arrested. Mather’s home was Frebombed.

“ One of the largest protests of the century
occurred in 1885 in Leicester. Leicester’s
government was replaced, mandatory vaccination
abolished, and public health measures rejected by
the medical community were implemented. These
measures were highly successful, and once adopted
globally ended the smallpox epidemic, something
most erroneously believe arose from vaccination. ~
A Midwestern Doctor”

In 1862, it was Los Angeles, California’s turn. Compulsory vaccination was again rolled out, and

anyone who refused was subject to arrest. Infected people were terriFed of being forcibly

quarantined in a “pest house,” miles outside the city limits, and for good reason. It was a place

where you were dumped to die, with not so much as a bedsheet for comfort.

The Anti-Vaccination Rebellion of 1885

In the decades to come, smallpox outbreaks were occurring all over the world, and forced

inoculation was typically the answer, even though it had its own risks. In 1885, England became the

host to a massive anti-vaccination movement that ultimately resulted in people overturning the

government’s compulsory vaccination rule.

As reported by the BBC, December 28, 2019, mere weeks before COVID-19 was declared a global

pandemic:

“In the late 19th Century, tens of thousands of people took to the streets in opposition to

compulsory smallpox vaccinations. There were arrests, ?nes and people were even sent to

jail. Banners were brandished demanding ‘Repeal the Vaccination Acts, the curse of our

nation’ and vowing ‘Better a felon's cell than a poisoned babe.’ Copies of hated laws were

burned in the streets and the eJgy was lynched of the humble country doctor who was

seen as to blame for the smallpox prevention program.”

A Substack user going by the moniker “A Midwestern Doctor”  details this part of history,

explaining why it matters to us today. He writes:

“What is occurring now in Canada and other places is almost identical to what happened

with the smallpox vaccination campaigns over a century ago, and I believe it is critical we

understand these lessons from the past and it is vital this message gets out to the

Truckers.

BrieMy, the original smallpox vaccine was an unusually harmful vaccination that was never

tested before being adopted. It increased, rather than decreased smallpox outbreaks. As

the danger and ineJcacy became known, increasing public protest developed towards

vaccination. Yet, as smallpox increased, governments around the world instead adopted

more draconian mandatory vaccination policies.

Eventually, one of the largest protests of the century occurred in 1885 in Leicester (an

English city). Leicester’s government was replaced, mandatory vaccination abolished, and

public health measures rejected by the medical community were implemented. These

measures were highly successful, and once adopted globally ended the smallpox epidemic,

something most erroneously believe arose from vaccination.”

The alternative countermeasure implemented in Leicester involved quarantining infected people

and notifying anyone who’d been in close contact with the patient. They also used “ring vaccination”

in which hospital workers who took care of infected patients had been inoculated.

As a result, when smallpox broke out again between 1892 and 1894, Leicester got off lightly, with a

case rate of 20.5 cases per 10,000. In all, the town had 370 cases and 21 deaths — far lower than

the towns of Warrington and She`eld, where vaccination rates were high.

On the other hand, there were well-vaccinated areas that had lower case rates and fewer deaths,

and areas with low vaccination rates that also fared worse in this regard, so vaccination was

probably not the determining factor either way.

In 1898, the U.K. implemented a new law that allowed people to opt out of vaccination for moral

reasons. As reported by the BBC, this was “the Frst time ‘conscientious objection’ was recognized

in U.K. law.”  Now, we have to Fght to regain that right yet again, all around the world.

Dissolving Illusions

“A Midwestern Doctor”  goes on to discuss Dr. Suzanne Humphries’ 2009 book, “Dissolving

Illusions: Disease, Vaccines, and the Forgotten History,” in which she shatters the notion that

vaccines (and certain other medical interventions) have been single-handedly responsible for

improved health and increased life spans. As a nephrologist (kidney specialist), Humphries noticed

a pattern among her patients.

Many who experienced kidney injury or kidney failure had recently received a iu vaccine. It was a

singular common denominator. So, she began to challenge the hospital’s routine practice of

vaccinating patients. Humphries was roundly ignored and was ultimately forced to leave. The book

grew out of her frustration with people who insisted that vaccines had eliminated scourges like

polio and smallpox. Once she delved into the research, what she found was something else entirely.

With regard to smallpox and smallpox vaccination, living conditions during the industrial revolution

were horrid. Plagues and infectious outbreaks were commonplace, not because of insu`cient

vaccination, but because sanitation was near-nonexistent and people, including children, were

overworked and underfed. Early progressives believed deadly plagues could be prevented by

improving living and working conditions, and they were correct.

We know this because other plagues for which there were no vaccines disappeared right along with

smallpox and polio. While the medical industry eventually embraced vaccination, and increasingly

over time treated it as something that could not be contested or questioned, Humphries’ book

details the opposition.

Smallpox Opposition

As it turns out, many doctors have spoken out against smallpox vaccination and published data

demonstrating its dangers. For example:

In 1799, Dr. Woodville, after having administered the vaccination to many children, stated that

“in several instances, the cowpox has proved a very severe disease. In three or four cases out of

500, the patient has been in considerable danger, and one child actually died.”

In 1809, the medical observer reported more than a dozen cases of often fatal smallpox,

contracted as long as a year post-vaccination. The 1810 medical observer contained 535 cases

of smallpox after vaccination (97 of which were fatal), and 150 cases of severe vaccine injuries.

An 1817 London Medical Repository Monthly Journal and Review reported that many who

received the smallpox vaccination were still getting sick with smallpox.

In 1818, Thomas Brown, a surgeon of 30 years and ardent proponent of vaccination, after

vaccinating 1,200 people stated: “The accounts from all quarters of the world, wherever

vaccination has been introduced … the cases of failures are now increased to an alarming

proportion.”

In 1829, The Lancet described a recent smallpox outbreak, stating: “It attacked many who had

had small-pox before, and often severely; almost to death; and of those who had been

vaccinated, it left some alone, but fell upon great numbers.”

In 1845 George Gregory M.D. reported: “In the 1844 smallpox epidemic, about one-third of the

vaccinated contracted a mild form of smallpox, but roughly 8% of those vaccinated still died,

and nearly two-thirds had severe disease.”

In 1829, William Cobbett, a farmer, journalist and English pamphleteer, wrote: “Why, that in

hundreds of instances, persons cow-poxed by JENNER HIMSELF have taken the real small-pox

afterwards, and have either died from the disorder, or narrowly escaped with their lives!”

An 1850 letter to the Hampshire Telegraph and Sussex Chronicle claimed there were more

admissions to the London Small-Pox Hospital in 1844 than during the smallpox epidemic of

1781, before vaccination began, and that one-third of the deaths from smallpox were in people

who had previously been vaccinated.

The Moving Goal Post

Once it became clear that the smallpox vaccine was incapable of providing long-lasting immunity

as initially promised, the medical profession moved the goal post and started justifying vaccination

on the basis that it could protect against more severe illness, even if it couldn’t provide lifelong

“perfect” immunity the way recovering from the infection could.

This has been a basic mantra ever since, and we’ve gotten a double-dose of it during this COVID

pandemic. Within months, the goal post was switched from “two doses are near-100% effective,” to

“two doses wear off in six months and leave you more vulnerable to severe illness thereafter.” Some

bargain!

Corruption of Vital Statistics Protect Vaccination Narrative

What’s worse, the trend of not reporting vaccine injuries due to “allegiance to the practice,” as noted

by Henry May in the Birmingham Medical Review in January 1874, has continued unabated.

According to May, vaccinated people who died were typically recorded as having died from some

other condition, or were erroneously listed as “unvaccinated.”  As noted by “A Midwestern

Doctor”:

“This corruption of the vital statistics creates many challenges in assessing the eJcacy of

immunization, and is also why many authors have noted no metric can be used to assess

COVID-19 immunizations except total number of deaths (independent of cause) as this

cannot be fudged.

Of note, a different signi?cant overlap exists with the early polio campaigns (also detailed

within ‘Dissolving Illusions’), where ‘polio’ diagnostic criteria was repeatedly adjusted to

meet the political need for polio cases.

Governments responded to this skepticism by progressively using more and more force to

mandate vaccination. Vaccination was made compulsory in England in 1853, with stricter

laws passed in 1867. In the United States, Massachusetts created a set of comprehensive

vaccination laws in 1855 (which created the Supreme Court case Jacobson v.

Massachusetts a case that is frequently cited about state enforced vaccination).

Lemuel Shattuck emphasized the need for vaccination and pushed for house-to-house

vaccination to be enforced by the authority of the City of Boston in an 1856 report, also

noting ‘The City has already provided that no unvaccinated child shall be admitted into the

public schools.’

A situation emerged I term the ‘Vaccine positive feedback cycle.’ Keep in mind that most

systems in nature are instead negative feedback systems. In these, when something

occurs, it self-corrects the system and turns it off rather than accelerating it, as occurs in a

positive feedback system. The cycle is as follows:

A concerning disease exists.

↓

Immunization is cited as a potential solution to the problem.

↓

An immunization campaign is conducted and makes the problem worse.

↓

As the problem is now worse, the need for immunizations to address it increases and

another campaign is conducted.

↓

This makes the problem worse.

↓

This increases the need for more aggressive measures to increase immunization.

↓

This makes the problem worse and further perpetuates the cycle, before long leading to

very questionable governmental policies designed to force unwilling parties to vaccinate.

The underlying drivers of this process seem to be an unquestionable faith in vaccination, a

conviction dating back to the days of smallpox, that vaccinating an ever-increasing

proportion of the population through vaccination can end epidemics (now termed herd

immunity), and the government having limited options to address the issue besides

immunizations and governmental force.”

The Effects of Forced Smallpox Vaccinations

“A Midwestern Doctor” continues describing the effects of the government’s insistence of forced

smallpox vaccination:

“In accordance the positive feedback cycle, these results were found everywhere. Within

the United States, as smallpox worsened in Boston, in 1855, the government made enacted

strict enforcement of vaccination.

It was followed by the epidemics of 1859-1860, 1864-1865, 1867 (these were all similar in

size to earlier epidemics), and then infamous 1872-1873 epidemic which dwarfed all

previous epidemics (proving fatal to 1040 persons, at a rate of 280 deaths per 100,000

people).

By the end of 1868, more than 95% of the inhabitants of Chicago had been vaccinated.

After the Great Fire of 1871 ... strict vaccine laws were passed, and vaccination was made

a condition of receiving relief supplies. Chicago was then hit with a devastating smallpox

epidemic in 1872 where over 2,000 persons contracted smallpox, with over 25% dying, and

the fatality rate among children under 5 being the highest ever recorded.

A 1900 medical article discussed vaccination in three European nations. In England, of

9392 small-pox patients in London hospitals, 6,854 had been vaccinated and 17.5% of the

9,392 died.

In Germany ‘oJcial returns show that between 1870 and 1885 one million vaccinated

persons died from small-pox.’ In France, ‘every recruit that enters the French army is

vaccinated. During the Franco-Prussian war there 23,469 cases of small-pox in that army.’

An 1888 article in the Encyclopedia Britannica describing Prussia’s strict vaccination

practices throughout the population (including mandatory re-vaccination for school pupils),

noted: ‘Notwithstanding the fact that Prussia was the best revaccinated (boosted) country

in Europe, its mortality from smallpox in the epidemic of 1871 was higher (59,839) than in

any other northern state.’”

Other countries reported the same smallpox trends, including Italy and Japan, where smallpox

death rates after successful vaccination campaigns were unprecedented. Vaccine injuries,

including deaths, were also common. It is shocking how closely the miserable failures of the

smallpox vaccines mirror the COVID jabs.

One of the most common causes of death after smallpox vaccination was erysipelas, a painful

bacterial skin disease. An 1890 Encyclopedia Britannica article reported that smallpox vaccination

had triggered a disastrous epidemic of erysipelas. Other side effects included jaundice, syphilis,

tuberculosis, eczema vaccinatum (a rare and lethal skin condition).

Massive Historic Public Protests Over 135 Years Ago

As skepticism of and opposition against smallpox vaccination grew, enforcement increased.

Vaccine refusers were Fned, jailed and sometimes vaccinated by force. Parents were even forced

to vaccinate their second child even if the Frst one died from the inoculation. Intermittently, riots

would break out. A Midwestern Doctor details what happened next:

“In 1884, 5,000 court summons had been issued against the unvaccinated, a case load that

completely overloaded the court system. Letters in local newspaper at this time revealed

widespread disdain for the irrationality of the procedure and the medical profession’s

steadfast defense of a dangerous practice that had clearly failed over the last 80 years.

Tensions reached a boiling point and on March 23, 1885, a large protest estimated at

80,000 to 100,000 people erupted. It was composed of citizens of all professions from

across England and receive support from citizens across Europe who could not attend it.

The procession was 2 miles long, with displays showing the popular sentiments against

vaccination present throughout the crowd. The demonstration was successful, and the

local government acceded to and acknowledged their demands for liberty. Many of the

description of this protest (and the jubilant mood there) are extremely similar to reports I

have read of the Trucker's protest.

Mr. Councilor Butcher of Leicester addressed the protest and spoke of the growing opinion

that the best way to get rid of smallpox and deadly infectious diseases was to use plenty of

water, eat good food, live in light and airy houses, while it was the municipality’s duty to
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keep the streets clean and the sewers in order. He emphasized that if this was not done, it

was unlikely any act of Parliament or vaccination could prevent the diseases.

That year, following the protest, the government was replaced, mandates were terminated,

and by 1887 vaccination coverage rates had dropped to 10%. To replace the vaccination

model, the Leicester activists proposed a system of immediately quarantining smallpox

patients, disinfection of their homes and quarantining of their contacts alongside

improving public sanitation.

The medical community vehemently rejected this model, and zealously predicted

Leicester’s ‘gigantic experiment’ would soon result in a terrible ‘massacre,’ especially in the

unprotected children, who were viewed by government physicians as ‘bags of gunpowder’

that could easily blow up schools (along with much other hateful and hyperbolic rhetoric

directed at them).

This smallpox apocalypse would forever serve as a lesson against vaccine refusal the

medical profession bet their stake upon. [But] the predicted catastrophe failed to emerge

and Leicester had dramatically lower rates of smallpox in subsequent epidemics than other

fully vaccinated towns (ranging from 1/2 to 1/32).

Various rationalizations were put forward to explain this, but as the decades went by, a

gradual public acceptance of Leicester’s methods emerged, but even 30 years later, a New

York Times article still predicted a disaster was right around the corner and it was

imperative Leicester change their methods.

Fortunately, the value of Leicester’s novel approach of quarantining and improvement

public hygiene was recognized and gradually adopted around the world, leading to the

eventual eradication of smallpox.”

Keep in mind that these protests occurred when the population was much lower, so as a percentage

of the population it was much higher. In 1885, the U.K. population was only 36,015,500,  so a

protest with 100,000 was just under 0.3% of the entire population. As of February 16, 2022, today’s

U.K. population is 68,471,390,  so to match that protest, percentage-wise, about 205,400 would

have to hit the streets.

History Repeats Itself

Those who don’t know their history are bound to repeat it, and it seems that’s precisely what we’ve

allowed to occur in the past two years. Many doctors predicted and warned that the pandemic

would be prolonged and worsened by rolling out non-sterilizing vaccines (i.e., vaccines that do not

prevent infection and transmission). And that’s precisely what we’ve witnessed.

Predictions of devastating side effects have also come true. And, as resistance to the shots grew,

draconian mandates followed. History tells us forced vaccination is not the answer. History also

tells us how to get out from underneath a tyrannical government’s insistence on forced vaccination.

The answer is peaceful noncompliance. The answer is standing together, en masse, and saying “No

more. Enough.” The truckers in Canada, the U.S., Belgium and elsewhere have the right idea, and the

rest of us need to join and support them, in any way we can.

“Like the smallpox vaccination campaigns, the COVID-19 immunization campaign has been

so egregious it has inspired a large global protest movement with the large scale current

protests being very similar to those that occurred 135 years ago,” A Midwestern Doctor

writes.

“My hope is that this movement can remember the lessons from the past and carry them

forward to now so a future generation does not have to repeat our mistakes.”

If you want to learn more about the fraud of all vaccines, I would encourage you to carefully review

Suzanne Humphries’ excellent book, “Dissolving Illusions.” In my view it is the best book out there

on the subject.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Fnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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The question about these older historical examples is whether they were as deeply integrated into such sweeping pushes for

totalitarian control as we’re witnessing now, and as is hinted at by such phrases as “The Great Reset” or “The New Normal.” The “old

normal” left a lot to be desired, not the least of which is that it lead us right up to the doorstep of “The New Normal.” The old normal

saw a lot of confusion around the idea of freedom: it often manifested as hidden controls or diversionary entrapments hiding behind

the mere mask of freedom, rather than being seen as the opportunity of a Self-Directed life and the profound spiritual struggle toward

character perfecting that entails.

But at least “old normal” didn’t disparage the word “freedom.” Now they do, whether it’s a prime minister openly expressing his

admiration for China’s system, or it’s celebrities and government Fgures instilling rights-jettisoning panic over a virus. Now, we’re

suppose to surrender the Self-Directed life to the World Economic Forum, or to felonious pharmaceutical corporations and their

lackeys in media and government. These entities want it all, including the right to redeFne or revalue words. They may be clever and

slippery, but the Truckers see through the ruse. It seems they don’t take kindly to the idea of a mandate… feels too much like a

command. *** Mandate vs. Command, Word Spells for a Make-Believe Better World  ***

www.minds.com/darzoum/blog/https-www-minds-com-darzoum-blog-mandate-vs..
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Well exposed, David, unfortunately "The new Normality" is the loss of freedoms, global neoliberalism is even stronger thanks to

the isa pandemic and has increased its proFts. It has obtained it not only through exploitation, but directly through the social

murder of the working class, the increase in the power of corporations, the health of people, a crisis that will last over time with

hunger, inequalities and deaths. All Covid mandates must be suspended immediately. They are not intended to “protect people's

lives. It is a big lie. The scientiFc evidence is overwhelming.

The so-called pandemic is a criminal enterprise. However, the reality is that martial law is being applied against them, which

Klaus Schwab prints with his departure from his Youth School with Trudeau applying the Emergency Law against civil

disobedience. www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (02/22/2022).  The trials, like the Grand

Jury, the worldwide protests. the lawsuits and the collective immunity achieved by omicron will end the mandates, as is already

happening in several European countries.

Journalist Josh Sigurdson of World Alternative Media (WSAN) spoke about the worldwide protests against Wuhan's tyrannical

coronavirus vaccine mandates. He referred to these protests in Europe and North America in response to requirements for

people to get vaccinated against COVID-19. newsinfo.inquirer.net/1543851/thousands-protest-covid-19-vaccine-pass-..  (2022)

www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-stand-in-protest-in-rome-and-milan..  (2022)
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Many people and many professionals are defending the truth with solid arguments, where the global measures taken to combat

SARS-CoV-2 largely violate this vision, exposing fraudulent diagnoses, the defense of the immune system and natural immunity

by other coronaviruses. , protection of vulnerable groups, media disinformation, intervention with a "vaccine" to treat people like

guinea pigs instead of early and effective treatment, calling for the government's immediate restoration of all our civil liberties .

www.globalresearch.ca/open-letter-medical-doctors-health-professionals..  (01/25/2022) Outside of the United States, a

growing number of European countries have moved to rescind certain rules related to COVID-19, including vaccine passport and

mask mandates.

Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former head of the FDA and current PFzer board member, said the decline in COVID-19 cases should signal to

lawmakers that it's time to lift more related restrictions. with the pandemic.

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/pFzer-board-member-suggests-end-to-mask..  (01/24/2022) Vaccination and boosters have

not stopped the spread of Omicron's disease; Heavily vaccinated nations like Israel and Australia have more daily cases per

capita than anywhere else in the world right now.

This wave will continue its course despite all the emergency measures. Since Omicron, with its mild infection, runs its course to

the end, there is no justiFcation for maintaining the state of emergency. Closures, staff layoffs, shortages and school

disruptions have caused at least as much damage to the health and well-being of the population as the virus.

www.theepochtimes.com/the-emergency-must-be-ended-now_4230594.html?utm..  01/23/2022)
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“Vaccine” mandates should be ivermectin mandates; NEW JAMA PAPER SHOW IVERMECTIN BLOWS THE COVID VACCINES

OUT OF THE WATER. By Steve Kirsch Whoops! How embarrassing! The CDC gave you bad advice. If you want to survive COVID,

you should use the drug they said to avoid, and avoid the drug they said to use.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-jama-paper-show-ivermectin-blows (02/22/2022). IF WE TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE SERIOUS

HARM CAUSED BY VACCINES, THE EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF IVERMECTIN IS OVERWHELMING.
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Hello Darzoum, It is about those who call themselves the DESTROYERS, ie you know this group by names such as

Judaism/Satanism, etc, They tell you to your face....'we are the Destroyers, we will always destroy, forever....!!! Everything they

have built they destroy. They have destroyed/ weaponised, AIR/FOOD/MEDICINE/HEALTH/WEATHER/.....Know your enemy.
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Morning all. GUI we have the same link about Chinese Social Credit System in Canada. But that's oke. ~~*~~ See also this 1

minute short video 'Dictator' Justin Trudeau being blasted by European Parliament member. He said: "The prime minister of

Canada, the way he’s behaving right now, he’s exactly like a tyrant, like a dictator. He is like Ceausescu was in Romania" MEP

Cristian Terheș, of Romania, said during a speech to European Parliament in Brussels. https://youtu.be/LrVGE6OY9aA   ~~*~~

 70% Of Recent COVID Deaths In Canada Were Fully Vaccinated Shows Government Data, demonstrating that Canada is

experiencing a “Pandemic of the Fully Vaccinated.” greatgameindia.com/covid-deaths-canada-fully-vaccinated   ~~*~~ CDC

admits it withheld data from the public because they didn't want to create vaccine hesitancy.  The agency has been reluctant to

make those Fgures public, the o`cial said, because they might be misinterpreted as the vaccines being ineffective. Well isn't

that the CDC saying the vaccines are not effective?

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/cdc-admits-it-withheld-data-from?utm_source..
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Yes, Pete.Smith, this article links to the ineffectiveness of "vaccines" against covid and the unreported dangers. WE THE

PEOPLE, DEMAND TO SEE THE DATA!. By Robert W. Malone MD, CDC withholding evidence concerning COVID vaccine safety is

scientiFc fraud. The C.D.C. Isn't Publishing Large Portions of the Covid Data It Collects New York Times, February 21, 2022.

“The Global Summit Doctors and other brave medical practitioners who have stood up to the lies and tyranny - who have been

harassed, jobs lost, medical licenses lost, smeared and libeled are right. The data are being held. The main stream media owes

a whole lot of us scientists and physicians a huge apology.

The main stream media has to stop being the mouthpiece for the government. This is not communist China! The government

owed the American people a huge apology. People in the government who have lied to the American people need to be charged

and must be held legally accountable. We the people must demand to see ALL of the data from the CDC and the FDA.”

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../we-the-people-demand-to-see-the-data  (02/21/2022)
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Leah - now Judaism = Satanism - where do you get these BRAIN DEAD ideas from ?? -
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juststeve
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Darzoum, agreed, I want nothing to do with the old normal as it is what destroyed so much of what once was normal and

working. The Schwab Great Reset will just be icing on the cake to create a completely unnatural most likely dead Garden. Yes,

they are clever, but it is their love of their own cleverness usually leading to their downfall, or more accurate, never reaching

their intended goals. Their cleverness clouds their minds into falsely believing they are smarter, more powerful than those

things more powerful than them. Creation, God. As you point out, a make-believe world, an unreality.
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Darzoum, if the former mandates involved arresting people, they were surely into totalitarian control as we are seeing now. As

for the WEF et al, if Dr Mercola wrote to us all that approximately 20 people are at the helm of this whole coronavirus

scamdemic and world economic/political reset movement, then I see no reason at all why the entire world should cowtow to a

mere 20 people. It seems absolutely ridiculous. I think we need to get behind the lawsuits, spread word. There is a case in the

International Criminal Court, in India's Supreme Court, and Reiner Fuellmich is conducting a mass public grand jury hearing. The

more we get involved in the solution, the better. My two cents. God bless. We can overcome this. If the Iron Curtain fell down by

mass protest, then it can happen now too and in peaceable ways as well.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, I stand with Stanleybecker. Judaism is NOT the same as the nation of Israel or its government! Stop the ruse and stop

the hate language! this is a work of evil and wrongfulness. Do not confuse Judaism and "the Jews" with the government! They

are two distinctly separate things! If there are certain individuals within a religion doing various things, it does not mean that the

religion itself is at fault, nor with those who practice it! Point the Fngers where they belong, not at the wrong people! Stop it!

Thankyou.
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Thanks for this Darzoum. Re “mandates”, do mandates not require consent? And their “commands” e.g. wear a mask, stand 6

feet apart etc. never include the word “please”. Subtle, but effective psychology. Here in Scotland, our restrictions are soon to

be lifted (originally not until September), but with a catch?

thevoxpost.com/nicola-sturgeon-lifts-covid-restrictions-but-theres-a-c..   There is a link at the bottom of this article to the 82

page document, no doubt the same document approved by the WEF for every lap dog. Also, under a FOI request, a “Global Risks

Perception Survey” communication (dated September2020) from the WEF to Nicola Sturgeon.

I cannot provide a link but here is an excerpt from it “You are part of a carefully selected group of experts from all over the world

who we are asking to contribute to the WEF’s iagship Global Risk Report 2021 to be released in a January 2021. This year’s

Global Risks Perception Survey comes at a crucial time as the world is preparing for a coming recovery path to shape the Great

Reset in the post-covid-19 era. Your response will help identify the top risks and their drivers, allowing stakeholders from

governments, business and civil society to make informed decision and design critical policies for the coming year”. Joe Public

isn’t privy to the survey replies, but seems fairly obvious where the orders are coming from?
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You see and express the truth so clearly, David. Thank you. The "future"; as imagined by the likes of the WEF, WHO and UN; and a

plethora of other evil entities, should be a wake-up call to any thinking, rational human being! I'm posting this 'wheel of evil'

again; as it describes, in great deal, the plans that these entities have for the "Future of Humanity"; which is in fact - no future at

all, unless you want to call it Dystopian. This wheel is complex and intricate - like an octopus with a thousand tentacles,

reaching into every crack and crevice. It would most likely take many hours to explore the many 'nodes'; although, it leaves no

doubt as to their plans. For anyone who is not afraid of the truth; it is all laid out, right here; right in front of your eyes! BTW:

"covid-19" is at the center of it all! intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb0000000pTDREA2/key-issues/a1Gb0000..
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Gui- As a comparison to the U.S. Uttar Pradesh in India used Ivermectin mostly as a preventative considering it only costs a few

cents per pill and they only had 23,500 deaths compared to the U.S. at over 900K. Here's the kicker. Uttar's population is almost

200M to the U.S. of well over 300M. If we had the same preventative protocol whether it's Ivermectin or HCQ/zinc/Vit D/etc our

deaths would be approx 40-50K over the two year period which is way less than the typical iu deaths in that time period. What

was the harm in trying alternatives? You would know in less than 72 hours if Ivermectin helped and by chance it did not there is

plenty of time to try other remedies.  Covid is not like having a stroke or massive heart attack where seconds count. There is

some time to try different approaches or at least trying a few at the same time. corona.help/.../uttar-pradesh  |
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some time to try different approaches or at least trying a few at the same time. corona.help/.../uttar-pradesh  |

www.msn.com/en-in/news/other/uttar-pradesh-government-says-early-use-o..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Gui; great link to Global Research! I've saved both the "Emergency Economic Measures Order" and the "Emergencies Act" to PDF.

How can there be any doubt of what's coming?! They are already freezing/seizing bank accounts. How long before they begin

scanning emails, for any "evidence" of complicity - whatever "they" deem it to be? I "hopefully" receive my senior's money

tomorrow. I will deFnitely withdraw it all (as usual), except for my rent money.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, fvtomasch, how many patients have died in hospitals for not having applied the early treatment recommended by Dr.

Mercola. Even though the FDA-approved Pharmaceutical MaFa has arbitrarily decided that Americans shouldn't have access to

ivermectin, Oklahoma Attorney General John O'Connor says doctors in his state, at least, are on board. of their professional

rights to prescribe ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine to Wuhan coronavirus patients. “The Attorney General's o`ce Fnds no

legal basis for a state medical licensure board to discipline a licensed physician for exercising sound judgment and safely

prescribing an FDA-approved drug – like ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine – for the off-label purpose of treating a patient with

COVID -19,” O'Connor's o`ce concluded in a February 8 statement, declaring that “healthcare professionals should have every

tool available to combat COVID-19.” www.lifesitenews.com/news/oklahoma-ag-declares-medical-boards-cant-pun..

 (02/16/2022)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Randy, yes, humanity is at the crossroads of one of the most serious crises in world history. Around the world, people

have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating consequences of the COVID-19

“pandemic”. The truth is that the novel coronavirus provides a pretext and justiFcation for powerful Fnancial interests and

corrupt politicians to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, abject poverty and despair. The

coronavirus is said to be responsible for the wave of bankruptcies and unemployment. That is a lie.

It is the powerful Fnanciers and billionaires who are behind this project that has contributed to the global destabilization of the

real economy. The worst is yet to come. There is ample evidence that the decision to "close" national economies has increased

poverty and unemployment, a crisis that will have an impact on humanity, especially on the weakest, those who are already

suffering the most hunger, 8,500 children die every day. of malnutrition, while the Pharmaceutical MaFa Flls its pockets with the

suffering of many families sick and dead from the snake's venom.
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I just found this! theprovince.com/news/politics/even-small-donation-to-freedom-convoy-af..
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The Fght against the mandates continues for the Freedom Convoy. REAL AMERICA -- DAN BALL W/ OAN'S STEFAN KLEINHENZ,

U.S. TRUCKER CONVOY BEGINS WED., 2/22/22 rumble.com/vvm7y0-real-america-dan-ball-w-oans-stefan-kleinhenz-u.s.-t..

 (02/22/2022) Lasting damage to the rights to freedom of expression and association after an alliance of government,

corporations and the media sought to isolate protesters politically and Fnancially. The most worrying element was the freezing

of donations by companies and courts. What is of greatest concern now is the unwillingness to view Canadian truckers as

anything more than racist insurgents.

It is precisely the isolation of dissenting voices and groups that leads to such acts of disruption and disobedience. After

witnessing the Trudeau government's violent crushing of the Freedom Convoy in Canada, an organizer of a convoy of American

truckers said they had taken every precaution to avoid similar treatment by the Biden administration. “We've taken every

precaution that we could. I don't know what the government is going to do,” Maureen Steele, one of the main organizers of “The

People's Convoy,” told NTD's “Capitol Report” in a Feb 22 interview. The convoy is set to begin from the Adelanto Stadium in

Southern California on Feb. 23 and head east on Interstate 40. It is expected to arrive in the Washington D.C. area on Mar. 5.

www.theepochtimes.com/us-trucker-convoy-organizer-weve-taken-every-pre..  (02/22/20022)
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Dordee
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Add as Friend  Send Message

NEVER, EVER SAY NO YOU CAN'T! That gets my back up and I will do it anyway even if it kills me. I am a hard headed old woman

of 81, got it from my parents and grandparents. I AM WITH THE TRUCKERS ALL THE WAY! MAY BE BECAUSE I WAS BORN AND

RAISED IN MISSOURI, THE SHOW ME STATE, MULE COUNTRY.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Yes Darzoum, words and "spelling" matter and create "spells" in the minds of men... do you "understand". Cheers. "Cutting

Through" Volumes 1, 2, 3  cuttingthroughthematrix.com/books.html  To form is to Shape. People are shaped by IN-Forming.

Information is neutral, like law, neither true nor false. Masters of Gnosis dispence the sequences of directives which, in

scientiFcally designed order, form the ideas, opinions and life, the beliefs, reality AND DESTINY of the receiver     YOU. When

IN-DOCTRINATION is complete you have been MASTERED. To "doctor" means "to Fx" by a science or Discipline. YOU ARE NOW

A MASTER-COPY, not original but ABORIGINAL. Original people saw things in entirety.

Pythagorus taught a science of controlling the mind, by reducing all thought down to mathematical formulae. The REAL

priesthood call this THE TRINITY. It s as easy as A1B2C3 The Greek philosophers taught the method in story form. An imaginary

Dialogue would occur between two or more people. By "logic" every societal problem was reduced to the BINARY CODE.

EITHER-OR. We know it better as the Dialectic Process. By how LOGOS(the WORD) is used, those following the conversation are

brought to a conclusion . The conclusion BEE- comes their own. They are now INFORMED. The purpose is to usurp power from

the individual and have him slave willingly towards "the betterment of humanity." The beehive has always been the symbol of the

perfect society in ancient Egypt, the Minoan culture and Freemasonry.

Behave is from Beehive. Plato discussed the types of bees in relation to classes of people. The majority were workers who

brought home the nectar. The drone priests sorted it into grades of honey. The best is Royal Jelly for themselves and the

"Queen" while the workers are given denaturalised refuse. ... "only demonstrates how critically important it is for them to control

narratives"... no open public "logos dialectic" is allowed/permitted. Diet, injections, injunctions (mandates)...
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Mandate vs. Command, Word Spells for a Make-Believe Better World David Arzouman - Feb 21, 2022

 www.minds.com/darzoum/blog/https-www-minds-com-darzoum-blog-mandate-vs..    Comments3 Footsmarts@footsmarts

·16h Everyone who has been exposed to the insanities of these past two years should really read this care-FULLY and elevate

their perspective on how gov'ts operate towards deceiving their citizenry. YES!!! I'm sharing wherever possible.

Arzouman@darzoum ·Feb 21 Thanks, Footsmarts.

www.minds.com/darzoum/blog/https-www-minds-com-darzoum-blog-mandate-vs..   [another must read by all... from yet

another high logos dialectic articulate Polymath Savvy Provider, David Arzouman]
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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The State’s Monopoly on Violence [and psyops propaganda eugenical culls of soft targets] [well maybe it's not a total monopoly

just yet] - American Thinker truth11.com/.../the-states-monopoly-on-violence   Perpetual Tyranny: Endless Wars Are the Enemy

of Freedom  truth11.com/2022/02/23/perpetual-tyranny-endless-wars-are-the-enemy-of..  [space]  Just now talked with an old

'nam vet/friend (who shared many war stories, among others, over many years) from an AB hospital who used to torture (using

hand crank generators on their "parts" and then kill or send to their immediate subsequent deaths) Vietnamese citizens who is

now personally in real-time being killed by the health/military industrial complex in Southern Alberta with Remdesivir injections

(he has no cough, cold, iu or fever but they diagnosed him with the fake Coof for the $$$).

It's time, he knows what they are doing... and it's OK... he often "jokingly" said he wanted to live to see up close at least one

more country fall before he died... well he's got his "wish" and now from all indications wants out of this scheiße show at this

point in any case. Nobody ever gets out alive... including the old [or young] soldiers... and it's not always going to be Bouncy

Castles, paciFst Gandhi(s) and giggles comin' for the local ones.

truth11.com/2021/10/29/attorneys-and-doctors-warn-that-hospitals-are-n..  

Dr. Bryan Ardis Proves Intentional Harm with Remdesivir & Midazolam at Grand Jury Hearings with Reiner Fuellmich - Dr. Bryan

Ardis presents his fast moving, hard-hitting evidence to the Grand Jury regarding an obvious genocidal agenda using

Remdesivir & Midazolam + Fauci Charged With Murder - GRAND JURY Day 3 He presents the published studies & reports from

o`cial agencies, companies, and mainstream journals. It's a fast hour/life, eh? www.bitchute.com/.../J7SCcSnheWvt
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Be very aware of receiving standard medical care--esp. if you live in California. Esp., now, during covid.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/california-bill-punish-doctors-cov..  Too many things have happened to interfere with a

medical practitioner's judgement about what is in a patient's best interest. This is one reason why I did not renew my dept of

health licenses. If I cannot act with integrity, I have no business being in practice. Understand that you must educate yourself

and maintain a well-stocked medicinary. You need to be ever more vigilant and responsible for your own health. I expect, that,

one day, unvaxed people will be denied medical care.

However, that may work to their advantage, too. Such as medical care has become. We are already seeing this in how unvaxed

seniors are not admitted to assisted living facilities.  If things go wrong, doctors bury their mistakes and often lie about the

cause of death as we have seen on many death certiFcates. They can say, "We did our best based on the knowledge we were

provided with", never taking responsibility for deaths that never should have happened.  Or they will say the odds were in the

favor of your loved one, but thye just turend out to be one of the unfortunate few who suffered an adverse reaction. There is no

liability! Never trust an entity where there is no liability!
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stanleybecker, your position....Leah - now Judaism = Satanism - where do you get these BRAIN DEAD ideas from ?? -  Brain

Dead Ideas....???? What are you talking about!!! Are you sure your Ideas are not Brain Dead comments. Please Check.
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This is what would stop the mandates. A Ghandi-like protest where everyone simply refuses to comply and just returns to living their

lives as they see Ft. Govt cannot put even a large minority of people in prison. Once you have half of your population guarding the

other half--or much before then--your economy fails.  There is no need for truckers to risk losing their CDLs, insurance, trucks and

bank accounts. Simply park the trucks and take them out of commission. Esp. do not make deliveries to certain zip codes.  Truckers

also need to make sure their money is out of banks.

Banks do not remain solvent and must close their doors if they cannot keep su`cient deposits on hand. Also, shut down railroads,

airlines, buses and ships. It would not take long to reassert our rights if everyhting quit moving. Need to engage even more diverse

groups of people. If street people can camp out on public right-of-ways, what is to keep bicyclists, motorcyclists and hikers from doing

the same? I'd like to see organizing at retirement homes--the people in walkers need to get out more. I am tired of hearing about all the

people who will not be able to drive to work if tra`c is backed up.

Why is this suddenly a problem. Where was all the concern when govt workers, teachers, medical workers who chose to remain

unvaxed were losing their jobs? If you do not exercise your rights, you lose them. Speak up while you can or someday, you may not be

able to. Do not surrender your 1st and 2nd amendments. What is called "prepping" nowadays used to be the "old normal" and was what

responsible people did when there were few govt assistance programs to rely on.
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I believe in Almond's suggested solutions.
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Yes, Almond, the dictatorship of the governments commanded by the globalist elite is going so far that people must react

before drowning. The latest developments suggest that the COVID-19 narrative is unraveling amid huge protests around the

world. However, instead of moderating their actions, the reactions undertake repressive actions: Supreme Court justices on Feb.

22 rejected a bid by health care workers in Maine to block the state's COVID-19 vaccine mandate.

www.theepochtimes.com/supreme-court-rejects-bid-for-religious-opt-out-.. (02/22/2022) The Fght for freedom and against the

mandates is becoming a dictatorship. On February 14, Trudeau invoked the Emergencies Act, which gives the government

virtually unlimited power for 30 days to deal with a crisis. This law in the current circumstances would require the threat or use

of "serious violence", but the vast majority of protesters have been completely peaceful.

Trudeau stepped up the action when he issued a new directive called the Emergency Economic Measures Order. Invoking a War

on Terror law called the Proceeds of Crime and Terrorist Financing Act, the order requires Fnancial institutions to stop

“providing any Fnancial services to anyone associated with the protests.

www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (02/22/2022) The globalist elite may be scared by the

US supply, energy and iniation crisis, and in most of the world it is already reaching an almost 40-year high. This affects

consumers but it can also strangle what the globalist elites want to impose in the Great Reset. Disobedience can break out

when personal desires are no longer hopeful, when freedoms are abolished and a fascist state rejects the most basic principles

of a democracy.
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I also think Almond is on the correct thinking trackt. The truckers should go on a SLOW STIRKE. No OVERTIME, INSIST ON

NORMAL WORKING HOURS, TEA TIMES, LUNCH TIME etc. FRUSTRATE the FANCY BOY ! Get ALL transport involved, AIRLINES

as well. One thing I have been wondering for a long time Guii, what effect did the habit f removing all childrens tonsils for all

these years have on this plandemics effects ? To cure tonsil infection naturally is easy and fast. Just dose something to activate

the bowls. I must have done it + 50 times with my 5 kids. The tonsils are just the bodies early warning system ? Castor oil is like

a miracle in this instace. Non of my kids were vaxed for anything either. All the childrens deseases were mild as well.
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I wish! You have to break through the brainwash barrier before you will get 50+ percent to turn and walk away. All I see

everywhere I go is masked zombies. You're going to take a majority of people that think masks will Flter a virus and expext them

to say no to mandates? Ive watched some sidewalk interviews conducted on college campuses and no student complained of

wearing masks or getting jabbed. That's the future of the USA! You see what's taking place in Australia and Canada. That's

coming to the USA. Our educational (indoctrination) system guarantees this will happen.
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~~~Almond you are very smart. Thank you! Brilliant ideas and I would think they would work! Let us also note from history,

when people realized behind the former Iron Curtain Rumania that they would die for speaking up, and die for not speaking up,

and when the people spoke up, the oppressive government fell down and was replaced by democracy! The masses protested

the dictatorship behind the Iron Curtain at large, and it fell! If it can happen there, it can happen here too. ~~~~~Arlen, we are

living in a media induced illusion of being alone.

Look at the mass mobs turning out world wide to protest the mandates. www.bitchute.com/.../CiJxaMlNN8TH  Europe is far

from alone. Look at Turkey www.bitchute.com/.../GVfjpFdrbcyN  Montreal www.bitchute.com/.../3oPKXdIhDf9h  New York City

www.bitchute.com/.../qgqalaUfB0pA  Latvia www.bitchute.com/.../YCK89LOakaMw  Slovenia

www.bitchute.com/.../vdCuOd0W7u18  You get the picture! The truckers are not the only ones. No man is an island, no man

stands alone.
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In addition to your thoughts Almond, I also want to suggest that peaceable education is key. Reach out in strategic ways such

as to parent-teacher associations at schools: They talk to school principals, teachers, their kids, public health departments and

carry important political clout. Send them copies of RFK's and Dr Mercola's books, links, etc. College newsletter editors are also

strategic. They are vocal and reach out to their peers, their parents listen to their kids where they might otherwise turn a deaf

ear, thus college newsletter editors awaken several cross sectors. Consider also lawyers and retired physicians, underground

news media, etc. Send books, links, Flm footage, info. With good strategy we can win in the most peaceable and orderly ways!

Thank you all.
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The mandates are forcing all the negatives a public takes on in a General Strike to promote positive policies, while leaving the

public unaware or ignorant of their power. We have seen what our front-line Heroes have endured only to be threatened with or
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public unaware or ignorant of their power. We have seen what our front-line Heroes have endured only to be threatened with or

getting Fred. What the truckers are doing has more than one precedent than the Smallpox Vax rebellions. There was also the

Pullman Railroad General Strikes doing basically what the Canadian Truckers now spreading worldwide are doing. Showing

Schwab & his boot lickers nothing moves without Labor, the People. The Railroad Workers after the Civil War had had enough &

brought all to a standstill.

Troops were brought in & initially the soldiers refused to move against their fellow citizens. While the powers that be mostly

prevailed, it all accomplished big changes, mostly in the minds of regular folk as they saw with their own lying eyes what the

Schwab's of their day were capable of. It is probably a reason the railways, extremely energy e`cient, along with cities with

trolly systems were swapped out to trucks, cars, buses & taxis. Rails brought goods in from long distance, still lots of trucking

jobs but they were closer to home. Stock up people...& keep on parking Trucks!
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Agree Almond. Are we not at war? Understand the battle, which is between two opposing world views. One is the "The Pseudo

Reality of Medical Tyranny” perpetuated by The Powers That Be for the beneFt of The Powers That Be. The other is "The Reality

of Truth and Common Sense," beneFting the "Individual" in their quest for "Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness." ---- From RFK

Jr's Book, "The only means to Fght a plague is honesty." - Albert Camus (The Plague – 1947). We must be relentless in

demanding our right to "transparency, full-disclosure, context, and accountability." ------ "The issue today is the same as it has

been throughout all history, whether man shall be allowed to govern himself or be ruled by a small elite." ~ Thomas Jefferson
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RFK Jr, this is the hill, (resisting the Covid Fraud,) to die on.
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Almond, I love your idea, and yes it would work. But so many of the younger generation are fearful and still think Covid is deadly.

They would hide in their houses and throw rotten tomatoes at the people on the street LOL. Our school system has done a great

job of teaching our children how to be sheeple and have irrational fear surrounding Covid. And just when the general population

relaxes and starts living again they will come up with a new pandemic…Bill Gates said so, and that’s how I know it’s coming!
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“It's easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled.”― Mark Twain
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As a senior (81) who lives alone in the woods, I agree, we should not say "help I have fallen and Can't get up". Instead do what

we can to help ourselves. I fell, broke my arm, couldn't pull myself up so I called ambulance, butt walked to the door to unlock it.

I walked to the ambulance, refused morphine. Then fell and broke wrist, same conditions, butt walked 53' to try to pull myself

up, couldn't, back to front door to unlock it, walked to ambulance. Want to say, I did not pass out, faint, but got stupid and did not

look where I was going. I have been told I shoud be in assisted living, nursing home. I refuse, Frst place they force you to get

vaccine, then you get covid and because they will not give anything unless prescribed, you die.

As to organizing nursing homes, they would not let seniors out, lockdown the place like hospitals, once in, never out. They get

paid by the patient, loose money when you leave. The trick is to never go in either place, Fnd a friend/neighbor who will take you

in. I will occupy a heated garage as my neighbor does not want pets in their house. I understand that, no problem. This is also

why I will not go into a home, no pets and my 3 cats are my caregivers, family. They have alerted me to health problems 4 times.

They give me purpose, I have to get up, feed, clean boxes for them.
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I wish all truckers were on the Canadian trucker's side. Unfortunately too many have crossed the line, so to speak.
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Gui- Here is something that seems to be overlooked and Dr. Mercola should look into. Low sodium and potassium levels and

Covid severity www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/health/elderly-covid-patients-prone-t..  Here is a list of medications that

lower sodium levels www.medindia.net/patients/patientinfo/drugs-causing-low-sodium-levels-..  Here is the reference range for

sodium www.livestrong.com/.../32614-normal-sodium-level-adults  How many elderly are on diuretics/HCTZ/water pills/etc

that are used to lower blood pressure but sodium levels go to low and now you are at a greater risk for a more severe Covid

infection. How many people are on the medications that are listed and died from Covid due to nutrient depletion not necessarily

from Covid itself.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only 42% in America have been fully vaxxed. That is passive resistance (58%). Just don't. Walk away if banned. Sadly, those 42%

have signed their death warrants. VAIDS, AIDS from vaccine, is what is causing the large jump in death rates. The truckers are

making a huge mistake, not just for them but for us. They need to stop and go home and back to work. They just feed the

machine with reasons to oppress harder. These minions are getting brownie points from cracking down. AI has a long list of

measures. Canadian truckers are showing just how nasty and irrational these people will be. We no longer have rights. Don't be

naive. Nobody is looking out for you. Don't speak out, why not just wear a shirt with targets on the front and back? Everything is

different. The government is the enemy. Adapt.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Dordee... What do you really have if you do not have your freedom? Your body and mind are no longer yours if you are not free to

go where you want, associate with who you want and say what you want. Buy what you want when you want. You remind me

how smart animals are. I once took in a stray cat. She has a clear vocabulary of about 4 dozen words. She was smarter and

more loyal than any dog. She would obey commands. She would protect me from anyone she did not trust. She would come

between us, her ears would go back and she would start screeching--most unusual for a cat. A cat can be a ferocious

shrieking-shedding-biting-machine and no one ever had the nerve to cross her.

She was deFnitely my cat and it took 2 years for her to accept my husband. (She must have been Italian because she would sell

her soul for garlic--they only time she ever begged. It was her medicine of choice for anything that ailed her. So, when my

husband had a beer and garlicky snack, he would give her a bit. Then, she decided he was ok.) When kitty was sick, she would

prowl my herb garden selecting her remedies--by watching her, i would understand where she hurt. Then, there was the day a

water pipe broke that could have iooded the garage. She stood in front of the storage room door and shrieked until I discovered

it. She would not accept charity--refused to touch her food bowl until she checked the perimeter for mice each morning as she

showed her gratitude for us taking her in.

As Ferce a Fghter as she was--taking on a cougar and surviving, she was also very gentle. She would make kissy-face with deer.

When I was sick with cancer, she would retract her claws and gently pat me on the head--saying "poor human"--like I did ("poor

kitty") when I nursed her back to health after the cougar attack. She was wild and it was a miracle I gentled her. I much prefer a

mongrel breed of animal, esp. one that has been wild. They are so smart. The owner must be smarter, though.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Lee... Not all truckers have to drive to WA DC--and not all can. However, there are other ways to support the freedom movement.

At the very least, do not passively support those who oppose liberty.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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fvto and all... Just to expand a bit on what you said about sodium potassium levels. Just like with serum levels of vitamin D,

there is a big difference between what is "normal" and what is "optimal". If I recall, the ratio of sodium: potassium is 1:3 (normal)

and as much as 1:7 (optimal). Most elderly in assisted living do not get a lot of foods such as fresh dark leafy greens. There

must be a balance for good metabolic functioning. The value of this balance is for cellular repair and detox.

The sodium-potassium system opens and closes the cell walls to allow wastes and toxins to be expelled while admitting

nutritive resources to enter the cells for rebuilding and repair. Many greens are also sources of B vitamins. B-vitamins,

in-complex, have an additional beneFt of supporting the nervous system. Neuropathy and mood. The brain is part of the

nervous system. Cognition, dementia, loss of nerve vitality in legs, etc.. More people tend to die over winter and by late spring

before new crops of fresh food come on.

We call the funerals and burials "spring planting" because so many deaths usually occur around the same time. It seems the

elderly are more susceptible to problems caused by sodium excess. This is esp. common with processed foods. Not only salt,

but baking soda, baking powder, soy sauce and hidden in some processed foods where you would never think to look. Then,

people add extra salt to their plates. One helpful thing I stumbled on, by accident, is eating a lot of mustard greens this winter,

because it is one of the few plants that has survived a frost.

The key thing semes to be a raised bed to keep it above the cold ground where frost settles. Keep it out of wind in a sunny,

sheltered location to extend your season. Japanese Red Giant is a variety that is very tender when picked small--it does not

need to grow to full size over winter, just plant more of it. Trim larger leaves. Do not cut the entire plant. Then, it grows back.

Remay in some climates
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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juststeve and all... The goal of the elites, for themselves and a relatively few people, is a completely automated system. It is a

system designed to make "useless eaters" unnecessary and give control to the globalists. Eventually, trucks, shopping,

restaurants and banking will all be automated. There will be few employees and everyone will be expected to settle for

(sub)standardized products. However, we are not, yet, at that point. This is very short-sighted. It ignores the needs of production

support and raw materials. Meanwhile, fossil fuels, truckers and producers are still needed. If you get trapped into a universal

income life-style--is you are even that fortunate, it will be a drab existence.

That is why you need to own and hold onto a parcel of land and know how to produce what you need. It may be much more

di`cult, but it will be a much more meaningful and enriching life. It will also be healthier if you work outdoors and produce your

own food. One thing that concerns me. I have many skills, but none are highly respected in terms of Fnancial remuneration, esp.

if unvaxed. It is true that I know how to take care of the land and let the land take care of me, but that depends on holding the

land. I am seen as a useless elderly person to be vaxed and shipped off to a retirement home to die soon after.

I wonder what I would do for a living if I were forced to live in a city. I cannot do many of the things I know how to do well as an

occupation because govt places so many restrictions in the form of licenses, permits and taxes that prevent small operations

from competing with big ones. Making money is easy if you are allowed to do so. Keeping it is the hard part. Besides, I would be

miserable living in a small apartment in a city and eating supermarket food and drinking municipal water, exposed to bad

energy. I would constantly be sick. So many people are. Sometimes, I just hope to be able to resist and hold the line until sanity

returns.
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alunoisrong and all... What the Canadian truckers have done was necessary for 2 reasons. It "woke" many people who did not

yet realize the extent of evil being perpetuated upon them. It uniFed people globally. The megalomaniac power-monger elites

have also contributed to their demise by being forced to reveal their strategy prematurely. They lost time for an orderly roll out

of the ReSet. It may be faulty, but I will compare the ReSet to a garden. (Perhaps you can come up with a better analogy, but I

will make my point.) If neighbors decide they do not want that garden to grow, each might walk past and drop a handful of salt.

Eventually, through repeateds applications "the plot" will cease to be fruitful. Many of us think we can do little to resist, but each

handful of salt contributed increases resistance to the globalists and reduces their success. Many worthy goals are achieved

one small step at a time. Those who light Fres are most often consumed by them. Eventually, evil is its own undoing. It may take

time. Naure may impose a terrible toll for many things currently happening. Do not doubt that nature will eventually

overcome--that is, if God does not wipe these Godless people out Frst.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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alunoisrong... Those who resist the jab... The number is much higher than 58% if you include those with buyer's remorse--and

those who are already dead.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The Communist party of America also knows this and what is exposed by Trudeau's and Bidens handlers, can invoke any law of

submission deemed necessary to achieve the one world new order of fuedal slavery of those who survive this genocide.  Under martial

law. your rights and freedoms are surrendered and history will repeat itself as the same nefarious players are repeating Bolshevik

reveloution 1917 and Fascist third reich germany. The Fnancial system of the Central banking system is broken and ready to implode

and the war talk about Ukraine will give the Communists the "reason" for these powers.
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TeacherRay
Joined On 2/26/2021 12:48:15 AM
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The World Economic Forum (WEF), a “nonproFt” private organization started (in 1971) and headed by Klaus “You will own nothing and

be happy” Schwab and his family. This is a private organization that has no o`cial bearing with any world governance body, despite

the implication of the name. It could just as well have been called the “Church of Schwabies.” The WEF was the origin of the “Great

Reset” and I would guess that it was the origin of “Build Back Better” (since most of the above names have used that term recently). If

you think that the WEF membership ends with just leaders of countries, here are a few more names: Gavin Newsom, Governor of

California Jay Inslee, Governor of Washington State Anthony Fauci, Director NIAID Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House Allow me to

introduce more of the WEF by giving a list of names for the Board of Trustees.

Al Gore, Former WP of the US Mark Carney, UN Special Envoy for Climate Action T. Shanmugaratnam, Seminar Minister Singapore

Christine Lagarde, President, European Central Bank Ngozi Okonja-Iweala, Director General, WTO Kristalian Georggieva, Managing

Director, IMF Chrystia Freeland, Deputy Minister of Canada Laurence Fink, CEO, BlackRock You can see a cross section of political and

economic leaders on the board. The leader of the organization, that is the leader of the Board, is still Klaus Schwab.

He has built an impressive array of followers. If you want to really see the extent of iniuence, go to the website and pick out the

corporate name of your choice; there are many to choose from: Abbott Laboratories, Astra-Zeneca, Biogen, Johnson & Johnson,

Moderna, Merck, Novartis, PFzer, Serum Institute of India, BASF, Mayo Clinic, Kaiser Permanente, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,

Wellcome Trust, Blackrock, CISCO, Dell, Google, Huawei, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, Zoom, Yahoo, Amazon, Airbus, Boeing, Honda, Rakuten,

Walmart, UPS, Coca-Cola, UBER, Bank of China. Bank of America. Deutsche Bank, State Bank of India...
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I think you forgot Canada’s Trudeau.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes TeacherRay, can you increase the iniuence of the Klaus Schwab Youth School. Countries from around the world are

represented in the World Economic Forum's latest crop of 112 potential globalist leaders. This class of radicals and globalists

like Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel Macron, Gavin Newsom, Angela Merkel, Jacinda Ardern and many others.

According to its website, the Young Global Leaders are made up of "more than 1,400 members and alumni from 120

nationalities." Individuals are trained to be "[A]ligned with the mission of the World Economic Forum", to "advance public-private

cooperation in the global public interest", they are the integral part of Davos. The "Fourth Industrial Revolution" is Klaus

Schwab's vision to remake humanity and the global economy, the launchpad is the "Great Reset" and the vehicle for the Great

Reset, of course, is the coronavirus pandemic. rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..

 (12/26/2021)
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Guillermou
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Now this statement, “I have to say, when I mention names now, like Ms. (Angela) Merkel and even Vladimir Putin and so on, they

have all been Young Global Leaders from the World Economic Forum. But what we are very proud of now is the young

generation like Prime Minister (Justin) Trudeau. “Schwab and the WEF had help in setting up their Canadian inFltration mission,

including from Trudeau's former chief of staff, Gerald Butts, participant in the WEF's Davos conferences and a leading backroom

organizer of the Trudeau government's ideological gambits. When it comes to subversive plans to overthrow the free-world

economy, few are larger in scope than the WEF's global scheme to remake the world and install a new form of “capitalism”

based on the recruitment of corporate leaders into the role of government.

”Fnancialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-in-canada-follow-the-money-..  (02/18/2022)
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget George Soros who has single handedly managed to cherry pick the most Marxist-leaning district attournies and

placed them in all of the major Liberal cities. This is part of the great reset. You set the stage for lawlessness. You stop pushing

criminals. You back insurance companies so they will pay out for damages. This instills fear. When all day, every day, you are

focused on fear and survival you become vulnerable to DICTATORS! They day is coming when you will lose all your freedom in

the name of keeping you safe and well. Do NOT give in or back down! Defend yourself and your property. Finally, leave these

Marxist cesspools like LA and NY and move to a RED STATE!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW! Kudos; I'm saving your post as PDF...all that info regarding the who's who of evil, in one place! Even though it isn't

complete, it's a great list.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab explaining that over half the government cabinets in the world are now Flled with his World Economic Forum

“Global Leaders”. And what I may call the satanic mechanizing of the human being, as if such a thing is possible or natural or in

good order. Something is wrong here.   www.brighteon.com/e93b7842-226a-477d-8a29-e9ced80332fe
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And then, when they have enslaved the people, the real war will begin. The war between them to see who comes out as supreme

leader of the world!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Flowers tickle my belly, I laughed and laughed, I thought I'd die, I did die, they put iowers on my grave, iowers tickle my belly, I laughed

and laughed...So, something proven & known for well over a hundred years? If Mr. Science, Collins, & the alphabet soup of medical

entity's one would expect, hope, would have learned this in Med School, course 101 just happen to decide to run with what doesn't

work, because uh, oh, we just didn't know. Also pay close attention to this - living conditions during the industrial revolution were

horrid. Plagues and infectious outbreaks were commonplace, not because of insu`cient vaccination, but because sanitation was

near-nonexistent and people, including children, were overworked and underfed.

When the Schwab's/Gates/& all think they have gotten away with what they want, this is what they believe is good enough for those

they allow to exist to serve them. While it's true those who don’t know their history are bound to repeat it, unfortunately for most

especially the general public have their history censored, suppressed at best. All this before the Tech Truth Deciders & their Faux

Enforcer's. Peaceful resistance, Ghandi style is currently were we are at.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, why iowers tickle my belly? An old nonsense rhyme meant to point out nonsense, in other words why are those who are

supposed to be the most in the know promoting known nonsense? Thanks to Doc after two years of viscious attacks is being

proven right with his real sensible advice is also being joined by more each passing day, exposing the nonsense of PFzer, Gates,

Fauci & the goals of Schwab & other self-declared superior elites the nonsense becomes too obvious to ignore.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, peaceful resistance in the Ghandi style, and with the weapons of science, true science that unfortunately has been

obscured by great fortunes. It was Rockefeller with his money who fought against Natural Medicine. That the institutions

receive donations from important foundations such as Rockefeller, Gates, Ford and MacArthur, is compromising the informative

truth because they act as controllers of alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of globalization. The “vaccine”

mandates have no reason to be promulgated to defeat Covid, the early protocols and La Medica Natural are the weapons that

triumph without harm, which is the Hippocratic principle The culprits of this situation meet in Davos to continue with the

strategies of disinformation and manipulation.

All this is part of a psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of vaccines as a preliminary step to the mental

domination of people on their way to the Great Reset. If i vaccines weren't causing extensive harm, drug companies would never

have to ask the government to pay for the damage vaccines have caused and will continue to cause. It manipulates and

misinforms the pharmaceutical industry, the academic industry, the entire knowledge base and all the health journalists that

exist, repeat ad nauseam the beneFt of “vaccines”, There is no discussion about alternative points of view to allopathic based

medicines in the symptoms and the dogma that the pathogen produces the disease.

The basis on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the immune system with the support of

traditional medicines. We cannot allow technology to dominate the existence of the human being, we are biology and we must

respect our immunological integrity in order to defeat diseases and not degenerate the human race. Man was created to fully

respect his humanity.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Juststeve, exactly, they spread hen pecking gossip and disparage in the name of their own credibility. Nothing could be further

from the truth. Kuddos for your point and htank you also for clarifying it.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When my mother had Wegeners disease, the kidney specialist when asked what causes it, what can be done said it is idiopathic,

don't know. So I replied,so what you are saying you are an idiot. This is where "modern medicine" is at now.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The BLM protesters tearing down statues of Abe Lincoln says it all. They cleverly teach this hate in school by conveniently

leaving out the fact that Abe was a Republican. They begin brainwashing the students early on into thinking that all Dems are

people of freedom, equality, and choice while painting all Republicans as white supremist.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is great to see the results of all the so-called negative publicity for Dr. Mercole. I’ve read his articles nfor a few years and recognize

most of the names who comment. In the last six months there is an increase in names I don’t recognize. Granted I don’t read the

comments everyday and I don’t comment much. BUT it is wonderful to see the new names that have joined since the outbreak!  There

is so much knowledge within his articles and within the comments. I owe much of the way I live my life and my health to those

commenting and to the articles. So thank you all.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you Dr Mercola for featuring the Humphries book - knowledge is continually being expanded but medical authorities tend to

make dogmatiuc claims that give them the aura of gods - MEDICAL DEITIES - this stems from the personal insecurities of

diagnoticians that wish to disguise the speculative nature of their assertions by declaring their bias as Gospel - as with all FALSE

Messiahs these claims are contradicted by the FAILURE to achieve the results that are driven by wrong thinking or commercial

enforcement - the breaking point is when the narcoticized TV viewer Fnally is made cognizant of his/her lack of comfort - this is a

slow process as the Zombie has cultivated ignorance as a defense mechanism against knowledge ingestion - this is why amnesia of

the past is rampant - getting off one's rear end and mobilizing public action is like cattle stampeding - the threat has to be great

enough for the screen addicts to rise up and make their humiliation known - you can either live on your knees like a SLAVE or die on

your feet like a HUMAN BEING.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan, the scientiFc method serves so that each person must establish based on critical thinking to obtain new knowledge,

which has historically characterized science, and which consists of systematic observation, measurement, experimentation and

the formulation, analysis and modiFcation of hypotheses. Blind faith in authority is based on a dogma that the free individual

cannot accept because it cannot be evaluated by reason. The abandonment of reason can be avoided if we always subject our

private thoughts to the scrutiny of true science. If we submit to the self-interested propaganda of the glogist elites, we have the

results of fascism: America and the entire world losing freedom, conquered by political and medical tyranny.

At the other extreme we have people who defend freedom, defend health, but are discriminated against. However, the lie has a

course in time and cannot be hidden when people feel the call of freedom. The worst encounter is an authoritarian government

that violates civil and constitutional rights to impose its will, and does not count on the people. Democracy inevitably goes

through phases of demagoguery and dictatorship, since there is almost non-existent democratic participation where there is

only room for the exercise of citizenship in elections, although these are decided by the media powers of the oligarchies.

The oligarchy does not understand rights and freedoms. They are the elites who see democracy as an enemy, they believe that

people should be managed, not represented. It is now entering the destruction of humanity, it is being commanded by the Davos

meetings. Platon wrote that the oligarchy is a government of "greedy men" who love both money and power. The oligarchs

believe that the wealth of a society should be redistributed between them and their allies, while the rest of society is reduced to

poverty. It seems that Platon's ideas have now been established in the Great Reset,
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nicely summarized Gui - societuy is a mirror that is Flled with human distortions - we WILL overcomke!!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stan, Wish I had this link yesterday. One of the more sobering or upcoming scary possibilities to come? Someone had

mentioned the Highwire show from last week, but never gave a link. Here's the Jaxen Report from last week's show, re all

adenovirus vaccines for covid having this potential, including the Russian, Chinese, AstraZeneca used worldwide - THE RETURN

OF HIV?  - www.bitchute.com/.../mAvbxxN2Ifkt  - this is beyond belief, risk info known from published research since 2012.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I remember a column of Dear Abby years ago, general sent it in. People live in slavery, rise up, rebell, become

apathetic, back into slavery. That is where we are now, time to rebell, throw off the yoke of slavery.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan, ARTICLES BY SUZANNE HUMPHRIES, MD www.greenmedinfo.com/.../suzannemd
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

New York Times reported by Dr Robert Malone  rumble.com/vvjr1i-dr.-robert-malone-this-is-scientiFc-fraud.-the-cdc-..
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Linking to your publication: WE THE PEOPLE, DEMAND TO SEE THE DATA!. By Robert W. Malone MD, CDC withholding evidence

concerning COVID vaccine safety is scientiFc fraud. The C.D.C. Isn't Publishing Large Portions of the Covid Data It Collects New

York Times, February 21, 2022. “The Global Summit Doctors and other brave medical practitioners who have stood up to the lies

and tyranny - who have been harassed, jobs lost, medical licenses lost, smeared and libeled are right. The data are being held.

The main stream media owes a whole lot of us scientists and physicians a huge apology. The main stream media has to stop

being the mouthpiece for the government. This is not communist China! The government owed the American people a huge

apology. People in the government who have lied to the American people need to be charged and must be held legally

accountable. We the people must demand to see ALL of the data from the CDC and the FDA.”

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../we-the-people-demand-to-see-the-data (02/21/2022)
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks GUI!! In reading your link I was reminded that my posts and accounts were oppressed and censored, blocked, deleted,

warning signs placed on them whereby they allowed random people to threaten me with hopes that I’d contract covid and die,

that I’d be denied any and all medical treatments, calling me every foul name, and their activity was acceptable but my postings

of Ivor Cummins and Dr Mercola we’re not- Maybe we should sue as a class action group against all the media, social media

tech giant’s for domestic acts of terrorism against their own users thereby supporters, suppressing our constitutional rights

chieiy #1.
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ghYnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peaceful … that is a good approach; but yet to be seen. The training ‘games’ that have been prepped with 30,000 armed military

personnel throughout the entire SE of the US to practice rounding up unvaccinated dissident’s is only a training that just happened to

overlap all this. And yet only 3,000 were sent to support the Ukraine. History will reveal itself if, if there is a future. Don’t count on MSM

to report when the games are actually happening and citizens are being drug off to the liquidation camp’s. Foresight ? Nice concrete

wall built around the WH!
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good article by Dr. M. I was glad to see him mention Suzanne Humphries (in last paragraph) and her book (co-written), titled

"Dissolving Illusions". She is a hero of mine, and I've learned much from her. I've noticed that she is less on big-tech media platforms

than before - such as YouTube and F-Book - and I've often wondered what platform, nowadays, is best to follow her on. That is, to get

her more detailed current ideas about things like vaxxed people shedding (not virus, but spike proteins or other unhealthful aspects of

the experimental biologic that could potentially be contagious with close contact), and other more recent concerns and observations

(of all sorts!). Anybody here know which platform might offer some of the best (and most current) information on such matters? Or

have the best of Suzanne Humphries? I kind of miss being able to watch a lot of her videos on Y-Tube.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi david. All articles by Suzanne Humphries, MD www.greenmedinfo.com/.../suzannemd
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Hi david. All articles by Suzanne Humphries, MD www.greenmedinfo.com/.../suzannemd
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Todays dr M. article said: "The trucker protest in Canada and elsewhere is almost identical to what happened during smallpox

vaccination campaigns more than a century ago". Well the protest may be the same, but not the action of the government, so different,

as Canada has moved to make the asset freezing part of its Emergencies Act, which was used to target supporters of the Freedom

Convoy protests, a permanent Fxture. Trudeau’s deputy, the evil Chrystia Freeland, who is also a director of Klaus Schwab’s World

Economic Forum (WEF), says she plans to make her emergency powers permanent.

www.zerohedge.com/political/canada-moves-make-asset-freezing-under-eme..  

Klaus Schwab said in 2017 – to be proud we penetrate global cabinets with our WEF Young Global Leaders like Trudeau, see short

video twitter.com/.../1485982015048622090  This is also the future for the US as Klaus Schwab and the World Economic Forum are

plotting their next big move: dossier.substack.com/.../the-great-reset-part-two-the-world  If you resist you will be deplatformed (social

media censorship it is here already), debanked like in Canada, so no PayPal for you, frozen bank accounts, stranded money and

canceled credit cards and eventually denied access to the modern economy altogether. You can read more about it here:

bariweiss.substack.com/.../a-social-credit-system-arrives-in  For more (mind) control you need to be chipped. WEF Founder Klaus

Schwab Explains the Timetable for Microchipping Everyone by 2026, short 1 minute video: https://youtu.be/ttI4BpRmT4A
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Yes, Pete.Smith, the Fght for freedom and against the mandates is becoming a dictatorship of the globalist elites. The following

statement from Schwab was made a year later, in 2017: I must say that I mention names like Mrs. Merkel, even Vladimir Putin,

etc. All of them have been Young Global Leaders of the World Economic Forum. But what we are really proud of now with the

young generation like Prime Minister Trudeau, the President of Argentina, etc., is that we penetrate the cabinets... It is true in

Argentina and it is true now in France... ( Klaus Schwab)

www.globalresearch.ca/justin-trudeau-is-a-groomed-politician-controlle..  (02/21/2022) On February 14, Trudeau invoked the

Emergencies Act, which gives the government virtually unlimited power for 30 days to deal with a crisis.

This law in the current circumstances would require the threat or use of "serious violence", but the vast majority of protesters

have been completely peaceful. His Minister of Public Security, Marco Mendocino, stated that such extraordinary measures

were necessary due to "intimidation, harassment and expressions of hate." Perhaps he does not realize that none of these are

listed in the law as valid reasons for invoking it. Trudeau stepped up the action when he issued a new directive called the

Emergency Economic Measures Order. Invoking a War on Terror law called the Proceeds of Crime and Terrorist Financing Act,

the order requires Fnancial institutions to stop “providing any Fnancial services to anyone associated with the protests.

www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (02/22/2022)
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It’s scary what is happening. I was applauding the truckers, but now it appears they gave the EVILS an excuse to implement their

ultimate goal sooner under the guise of an “emergency”.
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Dordee
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So, we need to pull our money out of the banks now before that happens.
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Pete - misplaced the link but the National Guard, unarmed, is now being sent to DC, ahead of the truckers. However, the date of

the truckers convoy has been pushed back - not yet set. Stay tuned for updates.
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Praying for the truckers starting in California today.
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Hi Arlen1 the case I am referring to was by an ex-police constable (UK) Mark Sexton (Facebook link here

www.facebook.com/mark.sexton.10  ). If you scroll down the feed you can see the whole case and history outlined there. Here's a

newspaper article as well which explains, although I would take the reporting with a pinch of salt (lies as usual).

www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/covid-vaccine-police-probe-antivax..
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Thanks Jackie!
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A huge difference is the banks capability to freeze funds.
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If only people knew about the science---I said, the science----in natural medicine, they might not think that vaccines are The Sole

Solution and The Saving Grace of Mankind. I have seen scientists in natural medicine in action, in person. Just mention one nutrient or

one herb from any place under the sun, and these authorities will (Without consulting one single book) jot molecular chains on the

board, rattle off double blind studies and pharmacology, uses, contraindications, studies of larger cultures and small and everywhere

inbetween....all backed by decades of clinical practicing experience up through cancer and AIDS. How can millennia of anecdotes lie?

Why are millennia of anecdotes, culture-wide, considered unreliable, and why are tweaked and tweakable studies considered far

superior? It is time for people to have a good think about this.
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Oh and one more thing. This business---I said, business----about being "anti vax". I guess it is illegal to question anything,

especially a substance that has not been tested as required for at least ten years, which carries high side effect risks as genetic

modiFcation of the immune system (very dangerous, and any health o`cial knows it), and which is being forced on the public

on pain of job/housing/food security loss. I guess no talk is allowed, no thinking, no questioning, nothing. And if people ask

questions, they are "anti vax".

It is time that the public was duly suspicious of this instead of falling for the ruse, unthinkingly, and really basically being the

most gullible fools...world wide! What is wrong with asking questions? Who says nobody has the right to ask questions?

Dictators, authoritarians, ProFteers...that is who. Oh and maybe even people who care not one iota what side effects people

may suffer, including seizures, paralysis, heart failure and death. blogs.mercola.com/.../default.aspx   It is time for the world to

wake up!
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At this point it has been well established what is labeled "misinformation" is I disagreed, or here are facts, research, clues that

disagree. If anyone no matter who or where they have normally stood on issues or policies disagrees with the Technocrats, they

become labeled Right Wing, Radical, Racist, Nazi's, now terrorist. Anti-Vaxxer has apparently lost its impact for them, as is with

so many words, deFnitions have become useless, empty, because the Thought Police through all the Authorized Organs have

bastardized language. It's one of the things to complicate or outright make it near impossible for the general public to

communicate properly with each other. New, It begins, https://youtu.be/m2FHZ6bKybw
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Thank you for speaking up and voicing your concerns JustSteve. My suggestion is to buff it all off as pure ignorance, because

that is just what it is when people name-call. It's just one more way to mind manipulate for a desired outcome, which just so

happens to beneFt certain proFteers. Don't people realize that wherever there is a canned speech, it is coached? Please let's talk

this one around, it's very important, thank you. As for this "terrorist" dubbing of innocent people whose point of view differs from

the government and mainstream ruse, it started with the Patriot Act. The ACLU, Center for Constitutional Rights, National Riie

Association, Electronic Frontier Foundation, National Lawyers Guild, and many more all agreed, of all stripes and colors: The

Patriot Act contains an overbroad deFnition of "terrorism" sweeping up free speech and advocacy in its net.

Thus, advocates can be equated with terrorists, under the Patriot Act, and this pertains to the most peaceful people in the world,

such as the Nobel Peace Prize winning Quaker entity, The American Friends Service Committee, to Greenpeace, People for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals, Food Not Bombs, the National Lawyers Guild, ACLU and many more who all were dubbed

"Terrorists" for their advocacy of peaceable, environmental and freedom causes.

www.aclu.org/.../fbi-spy-Fles-project-aclu-client-list  It's absolutely ludicrous and carries NO credibility...at all! Please spread

word. Thank you.
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Back to the point....if people thought about the fact that there is Science in natural medicine, and that it is discounted for

proFteering purposes, and that millennia of anecdotes don't lie, maybe things might turn around. Further, I predict that they will.

I think due to suffering from the vax, people will defect to natural medicine, in droves. Watch and see.
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Mirandola, the problem we have here is government becoming one with Big Pharma. Without separation between government

and corporations you have corruption. You lose all of your "checks and balances". There has to be wholesale changes to the

structures of our federal institutions. You can't have career lobbyist for Big Pharma being chosen to lead the FDA. You can't

have the top executive of Monsanto picked as the "Food Safety Czar" of the FDA. This goes all the way back to 1984. The

medical system is now at Stage 4 Cancer and it has metastasized throughout all levels of the US Government. There's no saving

it. It must be shut down, abolished, and then rebuilt from the grown up.
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JamNJIm you say it very well. It is thoroughly corrupted and the problem is election funding is paid courtesy of contributors.

Hence the rogue behavior and the corruption....except that it goes deeper than that. People of integrity don't allow themselves

to do unethical things because someone has paid for it. Instead they refuse such funding> That is also why they don't make it to

public o`ce in the Frst place. So we have a bunch of not only bought off people in public o`ce and in places lik ethe FDA, CDC,

etc but also, we have some very corrupt people to begin with, with little to no moral compass to work with. Then we think the

whole world is corrupt. it is NOT. it is the problem of politicians being bought off. HOw many are there?

We outnumber them by hundreds of millions to one! So whence this thinking that all people are evil (many politicians are evil)

and that we must bow to the few who only seem to be powerful over the mobs? It is absolutely ridiculous. It is time to clean

house, to throw out the bad apples and to work for election Fnance reform and for term limits, and insist that on our tax dollars,

while we pay for it, all in public o`ce must obey the laws of our founding fathers (not the ones they happen to craft and mould

to their frank convenience). Then and only then will we have OUR America back, and OUR tax paid dollars will be funding

honorable things instead of hte opposite! Thank you for what you wrote in good heart, JamNJim, much appreciated!
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It was the WEF on March 21, 2020 that assured us “lockdowns can halt the spread of Covid-19.” Today that article, never pulled much

less repudiated, stands as probably the most ridiculous and destructive suggestion and prediction of the 21st century. And yet, the

WEF is still at it, suggesting that same year that at least lockdowns reduced carbon emissions.  We can easily predict that the WEF’s

call for a universal and mandated subscription plan for antibiotics – pushed with the overt intention of shoring up Fnancial

capitalization of major drug manufacturers – will meet the same fate: poor health outcomes, more power to entrenched elites, and

ever less liberty for the people.
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Jeremy Farrar of The Wellcome Trust recently wrote an article for the WEF with the CEO of Novo Nordisk Foundation, Mads

Krogsgaard Thomsen. It is a summary of a larger piece written for and published by the Boston Consulting Group.  In this article, they

propose that the way to “Fx” the problem of antibiotic resistant bacteria is via a subscription service. That is, you pay a fee and when

you need an antibiotic, presumably an effective one will be available for you.  My guess is that they have the same philosophy for

vaccines and that certainly seems to be the approach with Coronavirus.

Keep paying for and taking boosters.  In view of this philosophy, the vaccine mandates make sense. Get society “addicted” to an

intervention, effective or not, and then keep feeding them. This becomes especially effective if you can keep the fear going. This

approach is so shortsighted, from a scientiFc viewpoint, it astounds me. But, like much of recent history, I think science has little to do

with it. The goal is not scientiFcally founded but control founded.
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A few years ago, the BMGF awarded the Institute for Health Metric Evaluation (IHME) a ten-year, almost $280 million award. IHME

(associated with the University of Washington in Seattle) was at the forefront of the computer modeling that was driving the

lockdowns and the nonpharmaceutical Interventions during 2020. People have seen their name often in print or on MSNBC or CNN. In

2019, IHME awarded the Editor of the Lancet (Dr. Richard Horton) a $100,000 award and described him as an “activist editor.”

The Lancet, once considered one of the best medical journals, has been at the forefront of censoring opposing scientiFc viewpoints

since 2020 and publishing “papers” that were not Ft to be published. I never could understand what it meant to be an “activist” editor

in a respected scientiFc/medical journal because, stupid me, I always thought that the Frst job of the editor was to be impartial. I

guess I learned in 2020 how wrong I was. Of course, the Lancet is also heavily funded from pharmaceutical companies such as PFzer

(also a member of the WEF).
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The extent of reach is huge even beyond the worldwide leader network. For example, we all know what Bill Gates has been doing with

his wealth via the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF). But, the Wellcome Trust is equal to the task. Who is the Director of the

Wellcome Trust? One named Jeremy Farrar, of the United Kingdom SAGE and lockdown fame – arguably the architect of the US-UK

lockdowns in 2020 – is closely associated with WEF.
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The problem is that these psychopaths have bioweapons which they will use on the masses who protest, just like they have done in

Australia with Microwave. They can kill many if they want to!!!
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Microwaves? Would mind explaining?
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Direct Energy Weapons are microwave
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DocApocalyptal
Joined On 1/19/2022 10:40:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wendyb - 1. the protesters in the city of Canberra in ACT (Australian Capital Territory) were unable to upload/send live video

-photos due to ... something...externally controlled. ( Putin not to blame this time) 2. There were apparently many people who

suffered from a form of "sunburn" which occurred on covered areas of body (i.e. under their clothing) Must be global Warming I

suppose. 3. Riccardo Bossi the leader of Nationalist Political Party "Australia One" gave a brief commentary mentioning the

probable EMP deployment, and having served in Australian Military and well experienced, is unlikely to have made the

accusation without good reason.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG, such an interesting report about vaccine history and mandates I had never heard about before! What's happening now has

happened before, over and over again.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was so disheartened, in fact my heart sank last night to hear that the Metropolitan Police have thrown out the case regarding the

Covid-19 vaccination programme highlighting adverse health implications and evidence of substances in the vials. Their Tweet reads

UPDATE: An assessment of allegations about the Covid-19 vaccine programme found no evidence to support any claims that

information about adverse health implications is being suppressed or withheld from the public. No further action will be taken. This is

galling given that the government have already paid out 74 million £ in vaccine injury already.

Interestingly, this is their Frst public announcement via the mainstream media! The whole system is corrupt to the core. It probably has

always been. We need to try to wake up more people, but need to be more savvy about how we do this. Presenting the whole truth, I

fear, is too much for them to take onboard. I think we need to utilise similar psychological tactics which have been used on the public

to counter their programming. Any psychologists on here with suggestions? This has been a battle for our minds and souls, we

therefore need to Fght Fre with Fre.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes Jackie. presenting the whole truth would be the suicide of government institutions and in general the globalist elite that is

promoting "vaccines" even though this false pandemic is spreading. Fauci and the regulatory agencies, including the CDC and

the FDA, are "deeply corrupt" and have promoted experimental Covid vaccines in the population with "extremely incomplete"

data that do not meet even minimum safety standards and will continue to promote the new ones combined "shots" against the

iu and the AIDS vaccine they are promoting. Misinformation is the queen of deception.

After all, repeat a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses begin to believe it. “Safe and Effective”: The

CDC's o`cial seal of approval for each vaccine. Until newspapers New York Times, February 21, 2022.says that the CDC. it is

not publishing large portions of the covid data it collects. The agency has withheld critical data on boosters,

hospitalizations…"Two full years into the pandemic, the agency leading the country's response to the public health emergency

has published only a tiny fraction of the data it has collected, several people familiar with the data said Much of the withheld

information could help state and local health o`cials better target their efforts to bring the virus under control"…

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../we-the-people-demand-to-see-the-data  (02/21/2022)
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Jackie, where are you talking about? What police department? Any links you can provide?
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Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

England dropped a lot of them. Why? Lawsuits. The number one way, in my opinion, is to never give in and never give up. Keep

protesting, keep suing, keep speaking out. The more you give in, the more they will try to take. Don't do it.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The unvaccinated are not diseased. Vaccinated has many disease codes in the World Health Organization's International ClassiFcation

of Diseases. That's how modern medicine works.  We don't measure healthiness, but when we do, we will learn that the unvaccinated,

in general, are healthier than the vaccinated.
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Of course, Tracy, the vaccinated are healthier in mind and body, because their reasoning is to use the real science of health, the

science of the land, the science of "Frst do no harm" of Hippocrates. Dr. Malone's article highlights the grave dangers of the

Covid "vaccine". The hidden highlight of this peer-reviewed article is that spike protein production in people vaccinated with the

Moderna or PFzer vaccine is higher than that of severely ill COVID-19 patients! A person might ask, "How can that be?" To

understand this, we must carefully analyze what the study shows. This study asserts that the produced mRNA and spike protein

persist for weeks in the germinal centers of lymph nodes in human patients. Having worked with mRNA for decades, I can

attest that this is highly unusual. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../a-health-public-policy-nightmare  (02/08/2022)
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Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can not believe some of the comments I have read.... Call me old school. Jefferson told us exactly what to do in the second

paragraph of The Declaration of Independence, but here we are, two years in, a stolen election, an installed dictatorship in two

countries bordering each, a failed "perfectly run" mass protest with tragic results and still no one, including the intelligent people that

reply here, Trump or any other politician or talking head brings this up. Not a peep.. Why are we\they ignoring our founding father?? I

am tired of dragging this out. At times, we have to Fght our way out and this is one of them.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The idiots on the hill will do whatever it takes to make the USA a dictatorship. When you are too stupid to do sound deductive

reasoning you make "power grabs". We are in a state of perpetual incompetence. All they know is mandates. To have mandates

you need a crisis. Fortunately, when you have people that stupid calling the shots it's easier to overthrow them.
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In all of the examples Dr Mercola gave of historical vaccination failures, there's no mention of masks or mask mandates. How did we

get this current level of masked hysteria? What idiot believes a Flter capable of Fltering particles as small as .5 microns is going Flter

a virus as small as .06 microns? That's like expecting a chainlink fence to keep iies out. However, go anywhere and you're surrounded

by the non-thinkers. Did they stop teaching basic math in public schools? What's more disturbing is that these people don't

comprehend anything you tell them. They get mad when you tell them the .06 micron virus is 8 times smaller than the .5 micron

Fltering capacity of the face diaper they are wearing.
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arlen1,to your point, I was in S. Korea in 2003 when the SARS outbreak was in full swing. I was there again at the height of the

Swine Flu (H1N1) in 2009/10. Virtually no one was wearing mask! When I was there in Dec/Jan 2009/10 I saw a few people

wearing mask. The group I was with were mostly college grads my wife went to college with and most of them had degrees

related to Immunology (like my wife). None of these PhD's were wearing mask. I made a "not so intelligent" remark making fun

of the mask wearers (approximately 1% of the people in Seoul, S. Korea) and asked my viral experts friends, "Why are there so

many people here scared of catching the iu?.......no one in the USA wears a mask!" Oh! Did I get FACT CHECKED and MASK

SHAMED!! They said, "Oh no Jim, you are so wrong......these people wearing mask aren't afraid of catching the iu.

They HAVE THE FLU!" That was an OMG moment right there and it made perfect sense. These surgical mask were designed to

stop the transmission of BODILY FLUIDS and pathogens like salmonella that might be in those iuids, not viruses. Anyone with

the iu in Asia would wear a mask to prevent the spread of bodily iuids that could accidently (unlikely) result in someone else

touching those iuids and rubbing their eyes or something. It's an act of respect.

It has nothing to do with protecting yourself. The problem with mask mandates is that you no longer know who is sick and who

isn't. Ten years ago in S. Korea, when you saw someone wearing a mask in Jan you assumed they had a cold or iu and you

could AVOID them. By masking everybody you not only lose that visual aid you actually make the problem worse. Most people

don't wear a mask properly which increases the chances of infection. The other problem is the mask themselves. The USA

doesn't have the production capacity to supply everyone with FDA approved mask. So the FDA gave EUA to UNTESTED mask

from CHINA!! It is 100% ludicrous!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The history of masks: I will shut up, I will obey, I will transform myself. Sounds like it’s working for many ignorant Americans.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

They want to depopulate the world and enslave the rest of us that's the endgame. So if we don't unite and act our future will not be a

future at all.
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Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dissolving Illusions is.a great book. So glad you brought out the story of Leicester and laid out the roadmap to rejecting vaccine

tyranny. Let's hop this article gets out to as many people as possible. I download all the pdfs, but I don't know where to put them. I wish

all the vaccine cultists knew about sites like this, the GP, Steve Kirsch' substack, CFP, and CHD. Then maybe, just maybe some of these

people would change their way of thinking. That's where it all boils down to.  Changing the minds, changing the course of the vaccine

cultists.
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Joined On 8/10/2021 4:31:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello, I am writing to you from France, from Paris, to thank you for all the articles you write. I particularly appreciated the one that

reviews the history of vaccination. It is a remarkable work that I have been quick to distribute to all my contacts. I fully support the

Canadian truckers who had the courage to stand up and free the world. In France, we are in a tyranny, a dictatorship since 2 years, the

non-vaxx have no right to anything but I prefer to do without everything that makes a life than to accept this experimental product that

kills. Thank you to you, courage, we will win. Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We must spread the word that mandates are nothing more than a proclamation, a request. They are toothless unless the people

voluntarily comply. It is only through voluntary compliance that mandates have any force or power whatsoever. It is up to the people to

resist. I am well aware of the mass formation psychosis, however we all must mount our own campaign to counteract the media's lies

through our speech, writings, actions and examples. Never give up. A ripple becomes a wave and a wave can become a tsunami.
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The difference is that now they have sophisticated electronic weapons that can burn, maim or kill remotely against which the public is

defenseless which governments like Canada are using.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"Dissolving Illusions: Disease, Vaccines, and The Forgotten History" was written by Suzanne Humphries MD and Roman Bystrianyk:

dissolvingillusions.com  Roman Bystrianyk has done many interviews recently, and can be found at odysee.com/@RomanBystrianyk:1
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correspondencecommitte
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Global elites and ruling class institutions are waging war on humanity, and mandates are only one, albeit a crucial one, of the multiple

fronts of this war. For humanity to survive, we will need to meet this war on as many fronts as it's being waged, ready for resistance

over the long haul. Worldwide Freedom Movement against Covid Mandates, QR Codes and Restrictions: The Global Elite’s

Technological Coup d’État Against Humanity r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cLNAvzLSpzlpj7Whrv8xz_cdsN9FVjxYKw-Rk4SVOOrqxk..

 Bastille 2.0: “Real Regime Change”: Building Protest and Resistance Against the COVID-19 Agenda

www.globalresearch.ca/bastille-2-0-real-regime-change-building-protest..
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CC - I like your clarity. Very di`cult to hit a target, if one is not looking at it.
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Hello Leahoz, would you mind sharing how you will detox from these EMF frequencies pls?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A 103 years ago, a Spanish Flu epidenic was announced. Fifty million people died!!! They had all been JAB!! Is it happening again??.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 1:15:47 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding the so called Spanish Flu epidemic, everyone needs to read The Invisible Rainbow, A History of Electricity and Life by

Arthur Firstenberg www.goodreads.com/.../51353279-the-invisible-rainbow  where you will learn that the Spanish Flu was not

any form of disease; it was caused by the early experiments of radio broadcasting across the Atlantic using gigantic aerials

powered by enormous amperage's of electricity.  Read and learn the truth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 1:37:59 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello ChrisColes, I Have This Book, And thank you for bringing it up again, The Invisible Rainbow, I suffer EMF Radiation

sickness. That said I will get through it all by Detoxing.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 1:52:18 AM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz...Conjured up by the US govt/military and Rockefeller backed allopathic medicine; vaccines given to US troops going to

WWI effectively spreading the "virus" world wide. You just can't make this stuff up!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 9:08:59 AM
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TBrenner
Joined On 7/30/2008 3:43:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is Sooooooooooo easy to get rid of ALL of this. Just ask every government entity to prove that Covid has been properly isolated and

puriFed and DIRECTLY shown to cause the disease they say it does. AND when they can not, then demand that they stop everything

right now. No need to protest or anything else, just ask them to prove that COVID exists based on Koch's postulates (the original ones,

not the updated ones).

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/24/2022 12:08:39 AM
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so much for this information. This is the type of book that High School kids should have on their reading list. In the healed

world future, REAL history will be made available in schools curriculum.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 11:20:34 PM
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SuperMommyOfTwins
Joined On 12/13/2018 11:43:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

History Matters! blisswithoutignorance.org/2020/10/20/needle-plunge-injection-rejection..  “Needle Plunge” Injection Rejection ~

From 1905 Jacobson v. MA to the obscurity of Dershowitz v. RFK Jr. in 2020 vision

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 7:02:24 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With overwhelming evidence that proves the adverse reaction of vaccines, Court Intervention is necessary. Then we can bury ALL

mandates.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 5:58:20 PM
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The courts are notorious for ruling on Pharma's side, which is also the side of the CDC and FDA that are captured 100%. Even

back in the small pox times they ruled in favor of mandates. Although back than they only Fned the unvaccinated 5 bucks. Ahhh

the good old days.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 6:07:25 PM
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a GREAT article, Dr. Mercola. People need to WAKE up! Enough is enough! The evil slime need to rot in hell sooner than later.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 5:09:01 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

redriverd
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:44:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem being that the answer is in OUR history. Unfortunately the "powers that be" REFUSE to know history and want to abolish

OUR history. Therefore they do NOT know OUR history and are DOOMED to repeat it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 4:25:01 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our federal government is so much more powerful and in our faces everyday than any government has ever been in the past. All the

President has to do to enforce vaccine mandates is sign an executive order to withhold Medicare, Medicaid, and all medical insurance

and access to Big Parma from those who are not up to date with White House required vaccines. Opinions of Congress are irrelevant.

The US is so unhealthy that it has acquired a powerful addiction to Big Parma. Our federal government now has this new experimental

technology into half of the arms of the world, believing it is 100% safe (redeFning "safe" is an experiment in relativity).

I expect them to milk this technology to the max and to squeeze and transfer as much taxpayer money as they possibly can away with

to make the richest people as rich as they possibly can at the expense of the middle class taxpayer. Experimental baby vaccination is

an example of milking the taxpayer for more money by using White House propaganda to get young vulnerable mothers to fear

Omicron in their babies. So they vaccinate babies with an experimental designer vaccine that was never designed for Omicron.

This is worse than the experiment of putting industrial toxic waste iuoride in our tap water forcing everyone to drink it to get rid of it,

using propaganda that we need iuoride rather than vitamin-D for healthy bones and teeth. So far, you can avoid federal government

vaccines, but most people can't stop drinking experimental city water. Any water Flter than can remove iuoride will also remove many

of the healthy minerals we need. At least in many cities, many can still drive somewhere to a place you can Fll your own water bottles

for safer drinking water.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 12:30:12 PM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A must read article by Iain Davies vaccineimpact.com/2022/the-technocrats-new-world-order-advances-expect..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 12:28:21 PM
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank goodness it has all ended here in the UK. All restrictions now ended and no vaccine mandates, we would now only need the jab

for travel so we won't be doing that. Well we can go to Mexico. Just yesterday I was told of a local man who has lost his mother, wife

and son age 39, in the last six months, ( not from Covid), no cause has been given for any of them, they were all jabbed!!!! Jennifer

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 11:53:25 AM
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or perhaps, the civilian public could enlighten themselves regarding the practice of Law, and the Fling of criminal charges with States

Attorneys General within each US State... A lengthy explanation of titles 18 U.S. Code § 241 and 18 U.S. Code § 242 Federally

protected activities 18 U.S. Code § 245 - Federally protected activities | U.S. Code | US Law | LII / Legal Information Institute

(www.cornell.edu) 18 U.S. Code § 241 - Conspiracy against rights Complete text: www.law.cornell.edu/.../241  18 U.S. Code § 242 -

Deprivation of rights under color of law | US Law | LII / Legal Information Institute www.law.cornell.edu/.../242  It wouldn't feel as

heroic or wonderful as being beaten with police batons, but it might accomplish something more useful...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 11:42:23 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YOu can beat your head into the wall on this one. Many AG's are up for election, with their eyes on the governor's position. Then,

its been hard to miss that US Federal Courts are doing the bidding of the Biden Administration, instead of being independent

third parties. This is the depths of corruption - really no one left except "the people". If you want more details, RFK Jr has spelled

this out several times. Read his website articles and book on Dr Fauci for more.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/23/2022 5:02:18 PM
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So here we are 135 yrs later. Turn the page. Repeat. Coming again. So what did the truckers in canada accomplish? Not much, just

emboldened the other tyrants of the world. Kudos for trying tho. I had hoped it would work. So, what is needed is a constitutional

amendment guaranteeing medical freedom from all governing bodies. The people to determine the gravity of any emergency

declaration and act accordingly with guidance from local health authorities. No emergency declaration by any governing BODY, not

individual, can last more than 90 days, at which time the governing body re-convenes and makes the determination to continue. The

point is to eliminate tyranny by emergency declaration.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw a chilling reference to a meeting in May/22 that stated country leaders would vote on giving the World Health Organization

(WHO) the power to take over their country's health system during pandemics. Now I can't Fnd it (taken down?) The annual meeting of

WHO along with the "Davos" crowd takes place in May/22. www.who.int/.../governance  Anyone else aware of this?
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Should we be surprised? We live in a world where greed, power and control, are always at work. There is so much good in the world,

and so much evil. Evil uses fear to rule.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, beware, "Nothing is so permanent as a temporary government program".

www.adamsmith.org/blog/tax-spending/nothing-is-so-permanent-as-a-tempo..
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MaxDuncan
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URGENT MESSAGE TO ALL - THE POTUS HAS EXTENDED THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC WITHOUT A TERMINATION DATE!

www.whitehouse.gov/brieFng-room/statements-releases/2022/02/18/letter..  YOU CAN THANK YOUR CONGRESSIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES FOR THIS! THEY FAILED TO FOLLOW THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LAW TO DETERMINE HOW LONG AN

EMERGENCY DECLARATION STAYS IN EFFECT. HERE'S THE LAW AND NOTE PARAGRAPH 1622(B) "TERMINATION REVIEW OF

NATIONAL EMERGENCIES BY CONGRESS": www.law.cornell.edu/.../1622  ALL MUST CONTACT THEIR CONGRESSIONAL REPS AND

DEMAND THEY IMMEDIATELY VOTE ON A JOINT RESOLUTION STATING THE EMERGENCY SHALL BE TERMINATED. WHY EVERY

CONGRESSPERSON AND SENATOR MUST BE VOTED OUT OF OFFICE IN 2022

jamesroguski.substack.com/p/why-every-congressperson-and-senator?utm_s..
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Oh Joy, then the entire extension is illegal. Max, keep your eyes open as this appears more cloak and dagger-type ruse coming

out from the White House. Similar to the FDA approving Comernity from PFzer without this version even being available for use.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have Dissolving Illusions in my personal library and reading it tells you the Fght between the experts who profess to know all the

answers and the common sense of the common people who live with the reality is so similar to what is happening today. Governments

who rule by the advice of experts are not worthy of governing.  Smallpox became epidemic because of the vaccines. Unfortunately, the

o`cial narrative is that smallpox was defeated through vaccination, and the experts have never backed down. Every health textbook

ever written has promulgated the lie. If I dare to suggest that vaccines don't work, I am told "What about smallpox?" I try to tell them--it

was one of the reasons I bought the book--but they look at me as if I had two heads, a dreaded anti-vaxxer pariah.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the vaccine cult. How else can you explain the irrational thinking? In Dissolving Illusions, I recall a quote from doctor who

Fnally did admit he was wrong.
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Great article! Love all the history involved.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you notice in the article that the Government was REPLACED before sanity and rational thinking returned in Leicester back in

1885? Just saying...These corrupt thug, fascist politicians and corporate gangsters must go. Just my opinion.
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Yes! The problem we have today is our stupid supreme court made a decision on campaign Fnances that had the effect of

allowing Corporations to usurp the will of the people by allowing unlimited donations.  This is a catastrophic problem. They buy

our politicians and expect them to do their will and not our will. It would be a longshot to challenge and get that ruling

overturned, so the next possible way to deal with it is to inform voters of this, set up a website for all politicians and candidates

that reveals their funding. Inform voters to never vote for any candidate who accepts corporate money. What else could be

done? MTG's don't grow on trees.
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AlexJAzar
Joined On 8/28/2016 6:55:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Controlled opposition's job is to inundate you with information that deiects from the enemy's real plan. The Southern border is the

Cabal's objective. That's why the Media and the controlled opposition has everyone focused on the Northern border. Thousands of

illegal immigrants cross the Southern border daily. With the help of the Federal Cabal, are dispersed through the US. As soon as the

Cabal has smuggled in enough illegal immigrants to permanently change the voting demographics in the US, it's game over. For both

the US and Canada.

All the election and voting controversies are then moot. So are the vaccination issues. The democratic process will overthrow them.

 That's the Cabal's plan. That's why the Cabal and their Media and their controlled opposition, have the convoys in the North, rather

than South. But with the "Mass Formation Hypnosis (Psychosis)" induced by the Media, and the relentless deiection of controlled

opposition, no one is thinking independently. They are thinking like a mob, not like free men. CLOSE THE SOUTHERN BORDER!!!
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Germ Theory and contagion are unproven ideas, the root historic "scientiFc evidence" was clearly fraudulent; thus all vaccination

(poisoning) campaigns cause _more_ deaths, thus were genocide/democide! All of the alleged epidemics/pandemics appear to

coincide with serious malnutrition or signiFcant toxin exposure, including from poor diet, inadequate waste disposal, and man-made

toxin use, like pesticides (Arsenic, DDT, etc.), Drugs (Aspirin poisoning in 1918), and each new generation of EMF technology

exposure. The actual causes of these incidents evidently covered up by industry and governments, and called epidemics/pandemics,

to save face! Some of these incidents look suspiciously like deliberate genocide or shock-doctrine power-theft, by industry and

government(s). The "covid-19" plandemic appears a shock-doctrine power-theft, but meeting increasing resistance, but beware that

this maybe a layered problem-reaction-solution chain-deception ratcheting us to something far worse!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a very good and informative article. I had no idea about what happened over a century ago. People have always been the same.

We don’t want government telling us what to do and being forced into a medical tyranny. I hope we can overcome this soon
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beachguy
Joined On 7/11/2010 11:19:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think I have an idea that just might work. Turn the trucker convoy into a Truth and Freedom convoy. Recruit hundreds of health

professionals to share the truth about Covid-19, lock-downs, masks, natural immunity, and mandates. Instead of bringing the convoy

to DC, tour the country holding Freedom and Truth rallies.  Have speakers capable of explaining where and why the government's

policy on Covid-19 is wrong. Talk about grannie dying alone in the nursing home with the family barred from visiting. Talk about the

damage caused by masks, Talk about the harm to children by keeping them out of school and now keeping them masked. Talk about

the increase in drugs use, Talk about increased suicides.

Talk about the government's failure to offer an effective early treatment program. Talk about jobs lost, businesses crushed, and

families in ruins. Talk about how the government favored big business over small and put many family businesses out of business.

Focus on the real science. Prove what a liar Fauci, the FDA, the CDC, etc have been and provide the truth.  Build support at the state

and city level, and with your states Congressman and Senators. In other words, build so much grassroots support for Freedom and

Truth that the administration will have no choice but to abandon their failed policies.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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@beachguy, I have a much better strategy for putting a stop to this tyranny: the Solzhenitsyn solution, and the Ceaucescu

treatment for all of those government operators and civilians who initiate violence in order to enforce tyranny and its current

devices: mask and jab mandates, jab passports, forced closures of so-called "non-essential" businesses (no such thing in

reality), stay-at-home orders, etc.. If anyone, be s/he an armed government employee, or a civilian, confronts you and attempts

to physically force you to wear a mask, get a jab, or arrest you for not complying with any mandate, defend your rights to

self-ownership, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy on the spot by Fghting to the death.

It MUST be to the death, for tyrants and their enablers choose to be closed to reason and facts.  Understand that those who lay

hands on you without your free and voluntary consent while you are behaving peacefully and going about your own quiet

business do so because they perceive you as their personal property and/or as government property--as their slave, or as a

human stockyard animal--and themselves as your owner/master. Secession is a legitimate right that originates and is

implemented by an individual, not by any group. Likewise, Fghting to the death against tyranny is a legitimate right and begins

with an individual, not with any group.

 Set your mind to "Condition Black". Always be prepared and intent, every day, every hour, to Fght to the death in defense of your

legitimate individual rights, including your rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, and all of your peacefully acquired wealth

and other property. If government's armed thugs or their civilian enablers murder you in the name of "mandate/law

enforcement", all they will have afterward is your dead body. They do not have your obedience. They will then "think" they have

won because you are dead. No, YOU will have won, for you will have died as you had lived: on YOUR terms, not on theirs.
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Lee1959
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Oh, YEAH!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"History not well remembered, shall be repeated!" We have arrived at the history crossroads. There are legendary events to parallel and

parable great outcomes. We are living in nonconsenting force by illusion "crisis" modes. A crisis by deFnition has a

start/middle/ending.  A parable is a story having an ending based on moral attitude, a standard of conduct, or a religious principle. (

Websters Dictionary)  We have ignored or forgotten time honored parables. Brainwashing is like the instructions on a shampoo bottle.

Rinse/lather/repeat! It's proFtable.
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and don't forget to throw away the TV, the radio and the newspapers, from the 100th ioor window ... that is, everything that iniuences

you subliminally
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People have no idea how severely damaging television is. I live near the Mexican border and my good friend phoned me from

out of state and told me I was being overrun by drug runners because the cabal was uncontrollable as reported by the video

propaganda. I told him the way to end the Border Crisis is to turn off his TV. We have no crisis here because we never watch the

news.
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I was struck by the truth in the warning book, The Plug-In Drug, many years ago. The susceptibility of people once lulled into the

alpha state. I thought at the time, this is wrong, it's like witchcraft or sorcery....but that seemed so crazy at the time. Then came

a new era, with acceptance of things I never thought I would see....w/ censorship & imposition like the old Inquisition....but

coming from people who said they were counter to and against Rome & Christianity, but for craft which they equated w/

freedom. Confusion & equating opposites! Rome is not Christian, biblically deFned, within the bounds of that word & faith

deFning all of faith & practice for every Christian. She has done everything in her power Frst to keep it from the people, then to

so confound & confuse it with revision after revision, & never bows to it.

Rome is the head of all craft: she'll tolerate any so long as all submit to her without question. Intolerant tolerance...lol! Just like

the world!  The same woman, who made that assertion of freedom, not realizing I understood the terminology or knew the

distinctions, or that the Lord had freed me from just the bondage she thought to be 'freedom', boasted how her spellcasting

control over people was 'all about the alpha'. I don't know when craft became scientiFc, or confounded with it, but it surely,

surely is. And what a clever, cunning way to impose a tyrannical state religion, by calling it 'neutral' and 'science', and all the rest

violations of 'church and state'.  Amazing.
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Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People Need to see this!  Disclosure 2 unifyd.com/disclosure-an-interview-with-ray-part-2/?fbclid=IwAR3sZ4wyg..
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During the small pox era they tried repeatedly to infect a healthy person with puss from infected ones. They never once were able to do

it. There are some at the Westin A. Price foundation doing research on this period. They believe small pox was an infection caused by

bed bugs. When sanitation improved small pox decreased dramatically long before the vaccine was given out.

viroliegy.com/.../infectious-myth-busted  I believe they are doing research on Tuberculosis now.
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CHEKIST THE FILM ~ (english subs) ~ TRUTH MOVIE ~ SHARING = CARING.   www.bitchute.com/.../YgB7Pg14haFK    [space]

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=chekist&kind=video&sort=new   [the new (((Bolsheviks))) Fnally caught up to my/our escaped

ancestor's descendants (Germans from Russia/Ukraine) in Kanadastan 100 years later ... guess we'll see how that all works out for

(((them))) this time] [space               ] One of the most important realizations emerging from the fake Ottawa “police” (many of whom

turned out to be UN troops with no legal authority whatsoever) is that the globalist cabal doesn’t have enough people to carry out their

tyranny.

They have to recruit mercenaries from other regions and pay them to brutalize the local people under tyrannical authoritarianism. In a

way, this is actually good news since it reveals how thin the globalists’ ranks are when it comes to Fnding minions who will carry out

their nefarious plans to crush dissent and enslave humanity. It turns out that most people won’t go along with pure evil once they

Fnally recognize it. truth11.com/2022/02/24/consciousness-grenade-explodes-across-the-plane..
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Celeste Solum - reviews Dr. James Giordano's talk/paper - Mad-Scientist - army.mil TRADOC Live: Dr Evil's New Toolkit - [dominating

the grey zone full spectrum... ww... this is a full spectrum WW WAR ON POPULATION ww... all of the one world/one health military

industrial complex is on side with the agendas, the main current objective = GRAPHENE in the BRAINS/veins/organs to control the

grey zone ww, control life spans (reduce herd size)] [space]  https://youtu.be/RpJaspbtGEo   [space]     The Operational Environment

(2021-2030): Great Power Competition, Crisis, and Coniict

 community.apan.org/wg/tradoc-g2/mad-scientist/m/articles-of-interest/3..  [space]

 community.apan.org/wg/tradoc-g2/mad-scientist/m/articles-of-interest/3.. /download [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil

105-emerging-technologies-as-threats-in-non-kinetic-engagements/  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil

232-the-convergence-covid-19-and-the-future-of-bio-security-with-dr-giordano/  [space]  https://www.defenceiq.com/

air-land-and-sea-defence-services/articles/prions-as-bioweapons  [space]  https://www.defenceiq.com/  [space]

 https://www.defenceiq.com/ air-land-and-sea-defence-services/editorials/8-military-and-intelligence-podcasts-im-listening-to [space]

 madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil ?s=Contagion%3A+COVID-19%E2%80%99s+impact+on+the+Operational+Environment  [space]

 https://www.militarytimes.com/  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil ?s=graphene  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil

?s=new+humans  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil page/2/?s=new+humans  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil

117-old-human-vs-new-human/  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil

95-takeaways-learned-about-the-future-of-the-artiFcial-intelligence-battleFeld/  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil

338-algorithms-of-armageddon-with-capt-ret-george-galdorisi/  [space]  madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil
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Turfseer
Joined On 5/29/2021 9:45:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wrote a song about the Lecesiter protest a few years before the so-called Covid pandemic was announced. It's called "Days of No

Immunity." Check it out here: soundcloud.com/.../days-of-no-immunity . And you can also listen to my entire "Scamdemic

Collection"--over 30 songs criticizing the mainstream medical/science narrative--here: soundcloud.com/.../scamdemic-collection .

Anyone interested in free downloads of songs (and also videos), contact Lewis at Turfseer@aol.com.
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animalsbigandsmall
Joined On 4/27/2020 2:16:28 PM
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I don’t believe that God requires participation in any “organized” religion.
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I agree with this too. Jesus did not even want all the denominations that we have now. He wanted us to be of one body of

believers. Well we see how that worked out. I am part of a church and like some of it, but have found that quite a few things that

we do are not based on any reference in the Bible, then my pastor has the audacity to say he is following the whole bible. As

many times as he says he has read the bible, it makes me question a lot of what he does and says.
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Sorry Doc but I don't share your optimism. Of course I hope you are right and I'm wrong. There are several big differences today. All the

power centers are completely captured by those pushing the evil narrative. Their ability to shut down public opposition is

unprecedented in the history of western democracy. Additionally, the populace has changed. Freedom lovers are rarer, sycophants of

the ruling class, who used to be scorned, are now our role models. It's also quite possible people are just dumber, with the prevalence

of iuoride and other neurological poisons, poorer education, and zombiFcation from perpetually living life mired in screens rather than

reality. A HUGE problem I never see mentioned, is all the wealth, which is power, is now held by the evil ones. There is NO WAY to

upend their stranglehold on our lives unless that changes. And how will it, short of - you know.
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This is interesting. A couple things about Mather that people should know, as well as about the shifting of slave trade monies &

powers to complicating abolishment, & much purposeful international meddling & paid, organized 'activism' in the US after the

Evangelicals achieved their surprise peaceful abolition of the trade in the UK, & the money & emphasis shifted here. I'm not sure

enough about the history of the actual progress of emancipation in the out-of-view Caribbean & UK holdings to comment on that, but

let's just say I have my suspicions. The Mather's wrote the Frst revisionist 'Christian History of America'.

They were Augustinian Calvinists & very much pro-elite State Church, and either slandered, misrepresented, or simply censored

mention of the groups that biblically disagreed with their governmentally- entangled & philosophically corrupted take on religion which

was elitist & very hierarchical, the old Romish nicolaitan/laity side of the Rome-tapped & controlled crony aristocrat /serf system. They

held to the politicized Geneva version of the Bible, which the King James countered, removing the philosophical & politicized

footnotes, & mystical apocrypha. (It was at Frst within the same cover, but marked top & bottom with APOCRYPHAL to distinguish

from received holy script, & that it was there for historical purposes of the intertestamental period of God's silence, to be used

corroboratively only, much as the works of Josephus & such. Soon removed to avoid all confusion.)

The Pilgrims at Plimoth, to the south, had access to both Geneva&the Authorized English King James. Their dealings & history was

much more tolerant, differing from the Puritans to the north where tolerance was less common, & cruel banishments more so. The

baptistic people were there persecuted, so that they formed a separatist Bible church headed by Dr. John Clarke with R. Wiliams.

Clarke then spent decades in England obtaining the Rhode Island Charter.
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2) To be fair & fully transparent, there were exceptions amongst the Puritan Calvinists such as David Brainerd who was

associated with Jonathan Edwards of Great Awakening fame, I believe by marriage. Brainerd was NOT joined in his evangelism

& died of illness associated with privations reaching the tribes in his thirties. The baptists were reading their Bibles & in

frequent coniicts of conscience with the elites & Statist religious types, who were antisemitic in the old Romish & Augustinian

sense of Replacement Theology, and separating, founded that Frst baptist church under Clarke w/the younger Williams, & later

Providence,RI where all sects were welcome, including Jews which was a world rarity, so long as all were free to openly preach&

communicate their beliefs& differences, distinctives....as well as tolerating such practice as did not actually& literally violate

others' persons or property.

Slavery was vigorously debated, w/ many refuting it & refusing its practice. The aristocratic Puritan Calvinists of New England to

the north, & the likewise Anglican territory to the South, & of course Rome's Maryland were all staunchly authoritarian& most

slave-holding , while despising& slandering tolerant Rhode Island as the 'armpit of the colonies'. Williams fought awhile, wrote

The bloody tenet of persecution, but in time wearied of the patient endurance,& long-suffering, evangelist minded baptists

which did not suit his aristocratic tendencies which he never lost.

He returned to his family's estate in Great Britain. Clarke, however, went on pastoring& leading the iock....& in his old age, on a

visit to a church member living in Puritan territory was jailed for 'proselytizing' in damp, cold weather, & grew sick w/ an illness

that later took his life tho his Fne was anonymously paid (most believe by Patrick Henry). Attending young Obadiah Holmes,

however opted not to receive the Fne in his behalf, nor to recant his faith in biblical baptism,free association etc.
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3) He was so brutally whipped by the constable that many amongst the Bible literate townspeople watching objected, to no

avail. Holmes was so beaten that he could not lay to sleep for many months& suffered the effects of the beating for the rest of

his life, but at the end of it all, he remarked how the Lord had sustained him,& was su`ciently strengthened to tell the furious

constable that they had 'beaten him as w/ roses', allowing him the privilege of sharing in Christ's sufferings, before he was

roughly shoved& half carried back to the cell he'd recently shared w/ the elder Clarke. It had the opposite to the intended effect,

w/ many of the townspeople sickened by the display of abusive& illegitimate authority,& actually sparked the spread of revival

at the Bible preaching of men like Holmes, Shubal Stearnes down the Eastern Seaboard, the effects felt clean into Catholic&

pirate stronghold, New Orleans: Bibles freely carried in & preached by black & mulatto men reborn, free indeed, & able to enter,

come& go amongst the 'little people' preaching w/ ease.

Patrick Henry was known for shaming 'Christian' Anglican& Calvinists bent on persecuting the preachers of God's word&

Christians refusing State authority over their faith, by riding furiously to defend them in court, striding in waving his Bible

overhead repeating the charge of 'preaching the word of God freely' until the embarrassed hypocrites caved.His dear wife

suffered a middle age dementia, likely from lead exposure commonly used in windows, pewterware etc at the time.

Calvinists proclaimed her devil-possessed, but Henry knew her testimony& character,& the baptists, breaking bread& searching

the scriptures w/him showed him of things beyond the ken of men& their limited sight judgments, encouraging mercy& ongoing

care.  He later exposed the 1st elitist attempt at a Constitution w/o protections for the common men, including separation from

State control of press, religion, assembly, information etc...
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4) The baptists were well-received by Bible literate common people, by the elites not so much, tho philosophical minded men

like Jefferson, Madison etc admired the simplicity & long-suffering demonstrated by the believing baptist people under

persecution, thinking it a model for organization in their humanist dream, not realizing, of course that the underpinnings of

voluntary lawfulness& personal responsibility are rare spiritual things which the secular& temporal would never be able to

achieve freely& w/o resorting to force.  Indeed, if those black men who carried Bibles& preached in Catholic held New Orleans

had been caught, or suspected of being so capable by the elite ruling there, secular or craft, they would have faced cruel

punishment.

Gen. Washington's mother was converted& saved in those years. Early widowed, the family fortunes reduced, George was not

sent back to the aristocratic establishment British schools as his elder bros, but home-taught, an autodidact, very literate in the

Bible& classics, Euclid& such, aiding his brother in surveying Virginia in his early teens, before tried in the Fres of the

Catholic-Protestant state struggle of the French& Indian War, also known as Queen Anne's War. Open religious strife had gone

underground into covert Jesuit-styled terror, as w/the Guy Fawkes affair& attempt to blow up King James& Parliament, taking

the UK back under Romish control: & the war was so fomented & fought from strongholds in Detroit& Montreal.

Rome doesn't biblically preach, but makes crony deals w/ warrior& shaman-craft class elites, then reigning together w/ them

over the 'laity', the commoners, the serfs, the 'masses', so long as submitted to her .  Later at Valley Forge, 3/4's of his army was

baptist& nonconformist, w/ Washington converted& biblically baptized there under the preaching of John Gano, infuriating both

his aristocratic craft 'brotherhood'& statist religionists, who hated him for it. Many believe to the taking of his life
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5)  The baptist elder John Leland,& Henry, had both lobbied Madison for a Bill of Rights protecting the rights of the common

men from elitist abuse,during& following the war for independence, as it was then called. Every avenue short of war had been

diplomatically broached, & refused: some of what Tupper Saussy documented, no doubt playing into that, tho Saussy was no

biblical expositor, MANGLED his exegesis of pre-Genesis 6-9 history, & post-Flood of Noah pre-Genesis 11 history, the root of

Babylonianism& all divine emp paganism spreading out from the middle eastern cradle of civilization (requiring so much

revisionism& denial to justify sin, useful self-justifying Darwinian race evolutionary theories & such!) Neither did he know or

understand how the Lord subverted& hindered some of that carefully laid planning thru the salvation of Washington& Henry, &

their intervention in those oh-so-carefully laid plans& scheming.

When the attempt was made to push thru an elite-favoring, centralized corporatist powers dominated Constitution, thru a

convention quietly convened in Philadelphia,& w/ no Bill of Rights protections for the common men who'd just helped them win

their war: Henry refused to be quiet. He not only turned down his invitation, but he raised the alarm, warned the common

people,& immediately shot off his 'I smell a rat in Philadelphia' letter to Madison.

Madison told Henry& Leland that if the men refusing to ratify could secure Gen. Washington's endorsement, that he would

include them, thinking, of course, that a masonic member due to being aristocratic Virginian gentlemanly born would NEVER do

such a thing: but he was wrong.  The empire never gives up tho,& post-Constitution the revisionist iurry was on. Mather wrote

his slanderous, revisionist history of the baptistic people all being mystical paciFsts& 'dangerous' radicals like the Owenites,

Quakers& Shakers, which were tolerated, but never doctrinally endorsed by any baptist of that age.
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6) We hear alot about this being a 'bad old Christian' or free-minded secular & ecumenist issue, but that's a false dichotomy with

many distinctions purposely blurred,& much censoring. In fact, many baptists were so infected w/ masonic craft, ritualists like

Alexander Campbell drawing many to a more 'convenient', ritualistic faith open to hypocritical 'holy'&'not holy' areas of life...&/or

were so gradually affected by the oft-repeated lies similar to Mather's& the ecumenists pretending the baptists were not so

named by the Inquisitors long, long before those men pretended the baptists 'just popped up in England', that they forgot&

almost totally lost their heritage& history were it not for a few like James Beller who endeavored to Fnd the truth of the matter&

found a whole lot more than they bargained for in old historical archives, diaries& church& missionary letters from attics,

libraries & defunct church basements all down the Eastern seaboard& across the South which told quite a different story than

either Mather or the modern ecumenists rejoining cunning Rome in her universal global empire-building that is nothing of

Christ's but antichrist, fulFlling scripture on the wrong side,& bringing tyranny.

Baptists taught that the Bible is the source of all doctrine & practice, to be freely offered & received, never imposed for men

convinced against their will are of the same opinion still...hypocrites at best if they so conform against conscience; & that dead

men, even dead heretics, cannot come to their senses & repent, or given the reason for the hope that we have....capital

punishment for nonconformity & heresy being unbiblical & unChristian.

Which gained them no friends at either Rome, or Calvin's Geneva, or anywhere statist religion is imposed & ridden by privileged

classes to illegit gain, false authority due only Christ & the scriptures. Peaceful separation & tolerance were their practices.

Tyrants who believe themselves most superior can't handle that.
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7) The same euthanasia crowd & humanist authoritarian, Oliver Wendell Holmes, dominated Supreme Court that presided over

the infamous Buck vs. Bell involuntary medical procedure, & forced castration ruling; also passed a ruling denying a case

brought against the state by a non-conformist Christian & his son opposing State-mandated vaccination medical procedure

after both had suffered serious side effects & resisted being forced to submit to further such personally, bodily-violating

procedures against their will & conscience. They were denied on grounds of the humanistic & Babylonian order 'common good'

overriding their individual right to avoid potential bodily death or suffering, & conscientious soulish violation.

 A lot happened around that timeframe of Constitutional-deconstruction & -demolition including the 1913 establishment of the

un-Constitutional Fed, & the un-Constitutional income tax allowing for big government, & crony covert controlling, manipulation,

inFltrating, & seizing education, other agencies of government & so forth.  The case against the Pastor Jacobson & his son, not

the least in the precedents which were set. Jacobson v. Massachusetts in 1905. I apologize for the length of this, but it's

necessary to give even a synopsis of the truth that's been obfuscated. I was never so iabbergasted& shocked in my life as

when I sought the Lord for truth regarding coniicting things not adding up,going on to Fnd documented so much

misrepresented & purposely hidden, denied, censored & twisted.

Such deceit, so many purpose-driven liars knowingly misleading trusting souls, souls who in good faith had believed & trusted

many of them to be men of God& his word: not deceitful false shepherds, wolves, hirelings & Balaamite sorcerers of Mammon&

Babylon. Knowing, sold out liars who need to repent because what's coming to them in eternity if they do not is far worse than

even our worst suffering at their hands, the fruit of their doing, in this temporal.
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Ironically, nobody has every isolated a real infectious virus or proven a virus causes a disease.  Vaccines are all about fear for the

public and control for the rulers.
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Dr. Mercola comes with great articles like this one on 'How to end vaccine mandates'. Sadly, Dr. Mercola puts down people like Dr.

Andrew Kaufman & Dr Cowan who together just put a out a wonderful series called 'Terrain' and who both say the existence of the

virus has never been proven. Watch the series folks if you are not convinced. There have been 137 studies globally that claim Covid

Virus has been isolated but every one of those studies falls short (they are bogus). Dr. Mercola your comments were uncalled for. To

say Kaufman and Cowan are hurting the anti-vax movement is ridiculous. Dr. Mercola, you making this statement is what is hurting

that movement. Better to have said, while Kaufman and Cowan are correct it is too much for the peddlers and pro-vaccine believers to

wrap their minds around.

Dr. Mercola if you are so convinced Covid 19 virus and it's subsequent viruses are real, then do us all a favor and make the time to a

debate with Dr. Kaufman and or Dr. Cowan on that topic. We'd all learn from a debate like this over different points of view. We all need

to keep our minds open on this whole topic and cheer people like Kaufman and Cowan who have the guts to show Covid 19 is built on

a computer generated model and has zero foundation. Takes guts to put that thought out there but truth needs to be spoken. Robin

Davidson
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How do men isolate & sell for research purposes through Fischer ScientiFc the nonexistent? I don't know about Dr. Kaufman, but

I investigated the claims being made & Fnd them less than persuasive or scientiFc. Shallenberger's observations &

interpretation much closer to the truth on the importance& reality of understanding both infection& terrain, the distinction

between how bacterial versus viral infections work.  Dr. Cowan is quite open about his mystical experience, mentored

Goethean/Aristotelian philosophy driving his interpretations of what he sees& experiences for which I give him credit:most

holding such ideas lie about it& simply call it 'science', leaving people to think those using that term mean measurable,

observable, repeatable, veriFable etc when they do not.

To my understanding, even Kary Mullis, w/ whom I would no doubt have disagreed w/ concerning much, did not deny the

existence of viruses, just how they were interpreted & how a pcr test could be used to prove anything by simply Fnding some

viral fragment present, whether a threat or harmless. I much admire his standing up against Fauci & that whole machine, for

which I believe he paid the ultimate price. It's a faith stance,& a blind leap type not anchored in evident truth we all see&

experience regardless of faith in harmony w/, or against, interpreting.

His gardening advice is fabulous, & his vegetable powders wonderful & appreciated ...but beyond that you're debating idealism

which sees only what it chooses to see,& thru that lens. Isn't that kind of blind irrationality what we're up against already w/ the

blind faithers in vaccination & 'the system' unquestioned, unproven, unchallenged? ....& how do you debate those who simply

repeat their blind faith held 'talking points' over & over w/o truly engaging in real communication? Or agreeing peacefully to

disagree w/ those not seeing thru the same irrational faith lens? Neither imposing, neither censoring?
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